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Students
propose
changes

Planetarium idle

$ 2 million

demanded
from Spitz

at KISL

By Beth Wilson
Managing editor
FRANKFORT -- Kentucky
lawmakers were not the only ones to
see debates and compromises in the
chambers of the Senate and the
House of Representatives this year.
Delegates to the first legislative
session of the Kentucky Intercollegiate State Legislature (KISL),
including an 18-member delegation
from Eastern, passed 14 bills last
weekend and tabled several others
to be reconsidered during the next
session.
"I think everybody was surprised
at how smoothly everything went,''
said Nsil Danond, chairman of the
delegation. "But, more than
anything, I would like to say that
our delegation did Eastern proud."
Eight Kentucky colleges and
universities participated in the
three-day KISL session.
The organization, which is patterned after the state legislature, is
composed of delegations from each
college or university and an eightmember elected Executive Council
including a governor, lieutenant
governor. Senate president pro-tern
and speaker of the House.
The organization, which will meet
each fall to pass legislation, is composing a bill book to submit to the
1964 Kentucky General Assembly
for consideration to become law.
Dimond and other university
delegates said they were "skeptical"
about the initial impact of KISL on
the General Assembly.
"Now, I am convinced (KISL) will
become the single most important
and influential organization that
students ever even thought bringing together," said Dimond.
"Students debated issues, not in a
selfish manner, but from the viewpoint of what would work best for
the people."
Among the issues debated waa a
controversial bill to make capital
punishment illegal in Kentucky.
"It was an emotional issue and
almost everyone hsd s different
opinion." said House member Renee
Deneen.
Eastern delegates submitted two
bills which were written by Dimond.
One, a bill to delete the requirement that a university's student
(See KISL. Page 3)
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Heave ho
Jeff Pence, right, and Ken Webster, left, palled for their team, the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity, daring the tug-owar at last Thursday's Frat Man's Classic. The classic, sponsored by the Delta Zeta's, raised approximately
1500 for the sorority. Thirteen of the university's 16 fraternities participated in the event which waa held on
Palmer field The winners of the classic were the Beta Theta Pi, Kappa Alpha Psi sad Tsu Kappa Epeilon
fraternities. For more about the classic, see staff writer Maryleigh Hayden's story. Page 6.

Consultant grant awarded
By Tim Tbornaberry
News editor
After an involved process of application, which took over a year to
complete, the university's foreign
language department has been
allocated a consultant grant
through the National Endowment
for the Humanities' (NEH) Consultant Grant Program.
According to Theodor Langenbruch. charman of the foreign
language department, the grant of
S7.088 will be used to bring a consultant to the university "to offer
advice on how our department can
be bettered"
In addition to the expenses involved in bringing the consultant to
the university. (1,000 of the grant
will be used to pay travel expenses
for the department's faculty to
study the foreign language departments of other universities and to
attend workshops.
The consultant. Dr. John Stroll, is
the dean of the Spanish School at
Russell Sage Junior College in
Albany, N.Y. He was chosen by the
National Board of Consultants after
a review of the application sent by
Eastern's foreign language department to the NEH. according to
Langenbruch, who was the consultant coordinator for the application.
In the application sent to the National Board of Consultants,
Langenbruch summarized his
department's need for a consultant:
"The depsrtment of foreign
languages has few majors and
minors and needs to re-evaluate its
role in a university which has almost
no foreign language requirement.
"...Because of some differences of
opinion and approach among its
faculty (especially due to the multilanguage structure of the department), the department would
welcome the services of a consultant
to aid in deantng new curectiona and
in achieving new and expanded
goals within the university's
mission..."
"The consultant is an openminded expert," Langenbruch said.
"He is a man who has worked in
language program development who
knows what's going on nationally
and can simply sit down with us and

give us some advice on what we can
do better."
Langenbruch said his department
does not have to take the advice of
the consultant. "The grant is there
whether we decide to take his advice
or not," be said.
The depsrtment can even change
its goals "in midstream'' if it
chooses to, according to Langenbruch. He said halfway through the
sessions, if the those in the department decide that the questions they
have asked the consultant are not
important ones, they can change
directions and focus on other
aspects.
Langenbruch said some of the
aspects the consultant will consider
include:
-the future direction of the
department
-specific courses that should be
added
-modification, updating or
revision of existing courses
-adding of other languages such
as Arabic
-adding of programs or options
-cooperation
with
other
departments and colleges
-more use of the co-op program
for language students
-more educational exchange with
other countries
-needs of students
-consistency and parallelism
between language sections and
programs.
Langenbruch said another objective of the consultant program will
be to make it possible for students
to receive the equivalent of a minor
in language.
"The problem I see is that a student has a major and then a recommended minor," he said. "The other
colleges even discourage the taking
of another minor outside of their
own college."
"I think every student should
have the option of minoring or comajoring in a language," Langenbruch added.
Langenbruch said thjs is one way
that the consultant wil be helpful.
"He could tell students, from the
outside viewpoint, what they could
gain by taking a minor in foreign
language," he said. "If I talked to

them, I'm only speaking for my own
interests."
The prospect of bettering and updating general education is another
consideration to be brought before
the consultant, according to
Langenbruch.
"Most of our courses are actually taught for genera] education," he
said. "Our courses fall under the
areas of symbolics of information
and humanities, but not under social
sciences.
"Obviously, if you talk about
culture, you have to give a little bit
of the social background." he con-

tinued. "It's difficult to distinguish
between humanities and social
science. It all comes down to positions and departmental territory."
Langenbruch said he feels that
foreign language is important in
society, both politically and
economically.
"President Carter's administration did a study on the emphasis on
the study of foreign languages in
other prominent countries," he said.
"We (the United States) are
misersble. We are the most
underdeveloped country as far as
foreign language is concerned."

By Tim Tharnaberry
News editor
The state Finance and Administration Cabinet, in an attempt
to resolve the Araim D. Hummel
Planetarium situation, sent a letter
Oct. 8 to Spitz Space Systems Inc.
demanding $2 million compensation
for damages suffered by the university and the Commonwealth.
In the letter,
R Clark
Beauchamp, acting commissioner
for the state Finance and Administration Cabinet, informed
Spitz, "It would serve no useful purpose to rehash the efforts, which
have been numerous (and your promises, which have been even more
numerous), to make the planetarium
operationally acceptable to the
university.
"As you know...the planetarium
system does not operate properly,
and its condition is such that it is
neither useful to nor usable by the
university for the purposes
intended."
Beauchamp continued: "The patience of the university and the
Commonwealth are exhausted."
Spitz was given 30 days from the
date of the letter to make payment
"or legal action will be commenced."
According to Charles Wickliffe,
general counsel for the state finance
department, Spitz has had more
than ample time in which to complete the system.
"It was supposed to be completed
in August of 1978. This is October
of 1682 and it's not finished yet."
said Wickbffe "I believe that four
years beyond the original completion date is long enough."
Wickliffe also said, "It's a shame
that they (the university) are not
able to use the planetarium the way
it ought to be used."
The Spitz system was designed to
create the illusion of space travel.
Wickliffe said he sat in on s test of
the equipment in the planetarium
and "it (the projection of the galaxies and other heavenly bodies) spun
too fast.
"I don't really know. I've never
been to one (planetarium) before,
but I'm satisfied it wasn't the way
it should be" he said.
According to Wickliffe. Lee
Simon, an expert from a San Francisco planetarium, came to the
university as s representative for
the Commonwealth and determined
that the equipment in the
planetarium
was
below
specifications.

Simon was unavailable for comment, but Wickliffe said "undoubtedly, there will be a lot of bugs
in a thing lie that. But, I believe
(Simon) felt that there were just too
many bugs."
In an earlier interview. David
Weschsler, vice president of Spitz,
said "I think that there is a natural
apprehension in accepting a very
complex system.
"The problem is that it's not the
kind of system that you can just
turn on with a key like an
automobile." he said.
Weschsler said, in his point of
view, the university has coordinated
with his people to get the system
working.
"We know that the way to get
these systems up and running is to
have the university run the system
for a two- or three-week period," he
said. "That is the only way to get
the bugs out."
Dr. Leonard Skolnick. president
of Spitz, said, "I do not desire to
comment on the situation."
While the battle to get the
planetarium opened continues, Dr.
Jack K. Fletcher, the planetarium
director who was hired in 1976, said
that he and his staff have not been
idle.
"We have been developing many
of the systems that are not part of
the planetarium system." he said.
"We have definately earned our
money's worth since we have been
here."
Fletcher said that he and his staff
have been developing exhibits that
will appear on the third floor of the
planetarium building. The exhibits
follow different aspects of
astronomy.
Fletcher said one of the exhibits
is a star chart, which will take up a
space of 8 feet by 16 feet after its
completion.
According to Fletcher, the stars
on the map will be made of lightemitting diodes and certain constellations will appear at the push
of a button.
Fletcher pointed out that the projects bis workers are involved with
are not connected with the Spitz
system. He said the Spitz system is
what is technically known aa a
planetarium.
"The planetarium is not the
building." said Fletcher. "A
planetarium, by definition, is the
thing that projects the stars, the
planets, the sun and the moon."
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Prichard fights for
quality education
By Donna S. Smith
Gueet writer
The fight for better education
in Kentucky goes on for Edward
Prichard Jr. and the committee
which wrote the controversial
Prichard Report, but now that
fight is without the otticiai sanction of the Council on Higher
Education.
"We are trying to continue to
operate as a citizen's committee,
not as an official arm of the
Council on Higher Education as
we were originally," Prichard
said in a recent interview.
A year ago this month,
Prichard's committee on Higher
Education in Kentucky's Future
released a report based on a
16-month comprehensive study
of the state's higher education
system.
The 200-page report, which
contained specific recommendations for changes within the
education system, sparked a
chain of controversy among
legislators, university administrators and students.
This year, Prichard's committee lost its funding from the
state.
During the Oct. 6 interview,
Prichard discussed the report

and the impact it could have on
Kentucky's future if the state
legislature
passes
its
recommendations.
Prichard said the need for improved quality in Kentucky's
education system is critical. He
said the committee will try to advocate passage of its proposals in
the legislature through the support of the public.
"If we can convince people that
quality in higher education will
pay dividends to the economy, I
think we can get them to be more
willing to provide adequate financial support," said Prichard.
Prichard said one of the main
concerns of the commit tee is that
"Kentucky's future economy will
be based on high technology"
and the state's education system
is not preparing to meet the
needs of that economy.
"In this country we are turning out about 34,000 graduate
engineers and scientists a year.
Japan, with half our population,
is turning out 100.000 and the
Soviet Union. 300.000." he said.
Prichard said 25 percent of
Kentucky's " academically
talented students are leaving the
state for their higher education.
He said many of those never

return to Kentucky and "that's
a valuable resource we can't afford to lose."
The committee's proposal for a
15 million annual Fund for
Academic Excellence, which
would be used for scholarships,

V

endowment funds and grants to
attract superior faculty as well as
students, was defeated in the
spring by the 1982 General
Assembly.
(See PRICHARD, Page 3)

pinion
Efficiency of
new process
will take time

Finally - we have ■ computer
registration system. Should we
breathe a sigh of reief or gulp
with uncertainty? Perhaps a little of both.
The computer system is a
long-overdue advancement and
will definitely eliminate many of
the hassles which have always
accompanied arena registration
- eventually.
But as the group which must
see the new system through its
initiation, we will be confronted
with different hassle* arising
from having to adjust to a totally different, heretofore untried
system.
The process certainly sounds
easy enough -- a student's
desired schedule is simply
entered into the computer and
within minutes, the courses will
be registered and a schedule
printed out.
Special advisers will be on
hand in the registration area to
assist students with any problems that may come up such as
closed sections.
According to Or. John
Howlett, vice president of
academic affairs, "Students will
have as much freedom of choice
in selecting courses and periods
as in any other prior systems."
The worry of pre-registration
is gone, as is the pain of spending s seemingly endless amount
of time fllswg out class cards.
.: There wil be no holding back
of class cards - when the computer ssys the classes are filled.
they are filed. So students must
register as early aa possible.
- There is no penshation for
probation or deficiencies;
everyone will be able to register
at the same time
■ The antiquated drop-add
tnethod is defunct, as students
can make changes at any time
(luring their scheduled registration period Students can alter
their ■saaeaMes through Jan. 14

at no charge.
The new seven-day exam
period wil allow more study
time.
It sounds great but of course,
as with any new system,
especially one involving computers, it has its quirks.
Perhaps the biggest disadvantage to the students "breaking
in" the process is that the instructors of the courses are not
listed in the spring schedule
books.
Students must go to the offices of the respective department chairs to find out who will
teach what in the spring
semester. This will be an ordeal
not only for the students, but
for the individuals in the departments responsible for supplying
the information
Rowlett said s system is being
developed to ensure that in all
subsequent rises bulletins, the
instructors will be listed. This
system should have been implemented from the outset.
The entire design of the
schedule book, in fact, has
drastically changed, and will
take some getting used to.
The courses are listed
alphabetically by prefix and the
old section designators have
been replaced by five-digit
numbers, relevant only to the
computer.
And if this complex computer
system would happen to break
down - heaven forbid! - then
what? No alternate process is
available Surely we all agree
that computers cannot always
be trusted
Granted, computer registration will eiminete the perennial
pains of long lines and confusing
turmoil, but the adjustment and
the certainty of the system's efficiency wOI take time.
Ws can only hops that
everything will fall into place
very quickly.

CAH I HAV6 EriGUSrI 2n goaioH t»?

'Big guys' feeling squeeze too
By Cathy Wyat t
SteH writer
When tunas get tough, it sesaas
that it's tba little guy who feals it
first. Things are getting so tight
now that even the big fellaa are feeling tha squeeze
In the past months things have
not looked so good for higher education in Kentucky, nor in the rest of
the country.
The appropriations bil-battle in
September between President
Reagan and Congress made us all
sweat a little. Thank goodness we
had strength in Dumber with Congress on our aids. It overrode
Reagan's veto of an appropriation*

In other words

? Police Beat' needed
for a 'long, long time'

It's a shame that there are people
on campus who regard the "Police
Beat column as as embarrassment
to students. Frankly. I think this
column has been nssdsrl for a long,
long time.
Unfortunately, Mr. Martin, many
students are not embarrassed for
being sriestsd for intoxication, vandalism, or whatever. Too often I
have heard students, both male and
female, "brag" about the night they
spent in the "drunk tank" of the
Richmond city jail. What is even
more unfortunate, many of these
students do not realise that suck
charges go on their permanent
records.
The campus Department of
Pubbc safety has been criticixed too
long as being solely for the purpose
of issuing tickets and towing cars at
the student's eapsnes and inconvenience I think the "Police Beat"
column goes a long way in proving
to students that the officers are doing a lot more toward protecting
them and the campus than just
writing tickets.
Many students need to realise
that the university has regulations
which need to be obeyed and that
there are penalties for those who
choose not to obey them. "Police
Beat" proves exactly that.
The Eastern Program is to be
Saaaaaaaeal for taking the initiative
in solving the negative attitude
created between the DPS and the
university by the image of "ticket
writer specialists.'
Personsly, I would like to see the
"Police Beat" column expanded
somewhat so that it will include
advice and helpful information on
how stiideiES could work more
closely with the department for
their own safety
I think tat "Police Beat" column
will help deter some of the vandalism happening on this campus
and I hops the Progress wfU continue printing it.
PAULA WARD

why not cause
embarrassment?
This is s latter in response to John
Msrtin concerning the new article
"" Police Beat" Sure, Mr. Martin, we
have freedom of the press, but why
not cause some embarrassment for
As s student majoring in Police
Administration, it's strkanlng to
read statistics of people killed every
year by those under the influence of
alcohol while driving on the streets.
What is even more sickening is that

thisa people do not get prosecuted
enough for what they do.
I would rather face the embarrassment from my peers for my name
being in the paper for DUI than to
face the traumatic experience of gomg before a circuit court judge with
a grieving mother at my side for killing her chad.
M ay be this hi what these people
need. If they get embarrassed
enough, they might think twice
before getting behind the wheel and
possibly kilhng themselves or some-

I applaud the Progreit for
puWitnlng the column and praise
the Division of Pubhc Safety for
supplying the information I think
it is fanpnrtanc, to know the extent
to which the campus police will go
for the safety of all the students
here at Eastern.
With this column, students are
able to see the activities that the
police are involved in. They are constantly gettng bed publicity for the
silliest things, but I highly praise
the department, the staff, and the
officers who risk their welfare for
our personal safety.
OELEN E. SMITH
Miller Hall

Trash throwers
should grow up
To the residents of Keen* Hall:
As president of Keen* Hall, I
would like to point out a problem
that some residents of this hall
have The problem I refer to is the
constant throwing of trash down
the stairwells.
If you happen to be one of those
people who feels right at home with
the roaches and garbage, then I suggest yon seek honsrng somewhere
else. Those of us who ware raised in
clean homes do not appreciate the
smell or looks of your chosen
surroundings.
If you do not do this sort of thing
at home then grow up enough not
to do it hare. Just because you're in
rnllsgs doss not mesa you do not
have responsibility to others.
The windows in this hall have
already bean locked due to people
like you. Ant you going to keep on
until the doors to this dorm get locked alter
If yon are one of those people who
do not enjoy the stench, do
something shout it! It doesn't do
any good to just sit beck and (complain). If you don't do anything
about it. either change or get out. so
the rest of us can.
EDDIE MARTIN
Presidest. kaawe Hall
KENKEARN8
Vic. president. Keeae Hall

Hall Council thanks
director Fee, others
We've torn down our giant rainbows and disposed of our king-sized
Crayolaa. Our mums with the
maroon "E" in the center are slowly wilting and turning brown. The
aasjl awsfsa of swsaaspawaeg has, faded into the dusky realms of yesterday and with the sweat satisfaction
of another home field victory, we
look forward to the next gsme. the
next Homecoming, the next year.
We would like to take this time to
express our appreciation to the beet
director any dorm could possibly
have Sandra Foe has given more
than just her time and energy to our
dorm. Despite the fact that she is in
charge of two dormitories (Miller
Beckham-McCreary and Combs
halls), she has s dedication and an
awthnsiasm that is definitely "above
and beyond the call of duty."
This year, as in previous years.
Miss Fee Its* found the time to stay
up the enure night with those who
were worlung on decorations for the
Js^haOsBaaeng display. Not once did
her optimism, encouragement, or
spirit ever cease It is through
actions such as these that she has
earned our isopsct, our love end a
great deal of gratitude.
Also, we would like to thank our
assistant director, Carroll Hymore,
and her husband Jsrrel. for their
support snd help during that long,
nerve-wrecking week.
A special thanks goes to Kathy
Watkins for her artistic talents and
her leadership which got the project
off the ground and finished.
We may not have won the seat set.but ws think we won something a
whole lot better. We made a lot of
friendships which will not be soon
forgotten and we learned a lot about
caring and sharing.
Again, thanks to everyone and
remember - there's always next
year!
H all Coeadl and Hall Staff

Entire band unit
deserves credit
1 am writing this letter in
response to an article in the ft»
gnu concerning, "that small group
of people gathering on Hanger
Field."
This small group certainly
deserves the credit it received, but
what about the other 100 people on
the field? Without these playing
member* of the band, the rifle squad
would not have rhythm trained
dances. The colorful flags would be
whipping to no avail.

bill supplesnent that,
things, incrrsssd financial aid to
students and gave more money to
education in general.
Eastern felt the nooee tighten s
bit when tha Program Evaluation
Committee, ordered by the Council
on Hjshar Education aeriapraented
by university President Dr. J.C.
Powell, suspended some programs
which they felt were irrelevant and
agsroliii of the
i of the students enroBed in the
Between threats of financial cutbecks, tougher enrollment standards and Che menacing Mission
Model plan. Kentucky's public

These mueVians also practice four
days a week, two hours each day.
Even mom, they also awake early
each Saturday before a home game
to practice around 8:30 a.m. This
year, the rifle squad was just as
picky about accepting members as
the bend director was about accepting its playing msmbsrs.
It is obvious that ths whole
Marching Maroon "unit" has
undergone a drastic change from the
1981 version. The new director Bob
rtolssr has hwtiawsj an enthusiasm
once again that had been missing
last year.
The whose organiietion deal I se
credit for its performances; not just
"that smal group of people gathering on Hanger Field" (Rifle Squad.
Flag Teem)
THOMAS L DUFF
BRIAN J.HULT7

Homecoming
show applauded
I would like to siprsss my appreciation to the band, rifle and flag
corps, and twiriers for an excellent
half-time show st the nwawMSswahg
game. Keep up the good work.
CARMEN CORNETT

French teachers
respond to concern
The French faculty, m response to
the concern expressed by a number
of our students, would Ike to clear
up any misconceptions about our
program which might have grown
out of recent articles shout the program reviews.
The Program Evaluation Committee crsnsnended the French B.A.
program for its "superior quality"
and called for the university's "enttsnsJastic support" for its continuation. We are highly gratified by the
findings of the committee, and we
are confident in ths future growth
and development of the undergraduate French ptugism.
The French M.A program, on ths
other hand, will be suspended until
increased student enrollment
justifies its reactivation, and we
fully concur with this recommendation from ths Program Evaluation
Committee
We would like to point out,
however, that the M.A. in Educa
tion with an emphasis in French (or
other language) is still available.
For the last two or three years the
French faculty has bean working
toward expanding and strengthening the undergraduate French program, and we feel that wo better
serve the needs of our students by
COOCvanteTswQXlaC OsD CeaC UnOsBsT-TTaafTlialLa*

curriculum, rather than over-

uni»ialHes, aspsi aw—' the smaller.
rsgios»al hisllliMswe, have hat the
preuuTM of our natiofatJ economic
problems
But after montha of edicU handed down from the Council on Higher
Education, Kentucky's regional
universities can finally heave a sigh
of relief, or maybe s •nicker of
vanaesrsM.hecsnBB tha big guys srs
getting some of their ownLast Thursday, the council voUd
to limit sniisliiisnl tat the dental
schools at the UsJveraxy of Kentucky and the University of
Louisville. The ■etne—sndstina
from the council's Piogiasns Com-

mittee - to limit enrollment at both
schools to a total of 110 studentswas approved by a vote of 12-2.

extending ourselves to offer
graduate courses, frequently on an
independent study basis to one
graduate student et s time.
In keeping with this policy, we
adopted four new French courses
and inrisassd the loqiajentente for
' the French major and minor in re-

We invite inquiries from any
students who would like to discuss
how French might fit into their par
llsjajat career plans.
DR. ALAN R. BETTLER
DR DOROTHY A CARTER
DR REBECCA K. KINC.
DR JACQUELINE 8PUKLOCK

The newly revised slate of
200-level ooursss is designed to
prepare the students to read, write,
speak and understand lectures in
French, thus enabling us to conduct
all the literature courses in the

Also at that meeting, the council
decided to give the whole of a »1
mflKn« maintenance fund to Kentucky State University, thus showing more support for the state's
smaller schools.
Although the Council on Higher
Education dM sot addisssi the iesueof closing one of the two dental
schools, it U still a paeMbaVty and
at least the big schools are beginning to be held accountable for more
of their share of 'the economic
burden that all of us must fees.

Corrections
Due to a reporting error, it was incorrectly stated in the Oct 14 Progress in an article titled "KISL EKU to participate in mock.
legislature'' that ths university's,
dslsgstss to the Kentucky Intercollegiate State Legislature would
submit s bill to establish Sunday li
ojuor sales in SWSWSBBBJJ
According to Neil Dsnond. EKU
delegation chairman, the delegates
were researching a bill to allow all
Kentucky cities, rather than only
first and second class does, to vote
on Sunday liquor sales.
The bill was not submitted during
the KISL i

We have also added two upper
division language courses. Styketics
and Commercud French to inci sasi
students' tnency In the spoken and
written language, with emphasis on
practical application. It ia our goal
that stiidsets graduating from
Bastej ii with a major or minor hi
French will have achieved a level of
proficiency which will bee real asset
in their future careers.
We the French faculty ere
therefore confident that we wiB conThe location of ths Jimmy Swag-;
tinue to offer a quality program for
students who purses a Pi each at- gert Crusade was incorrectly listed
jor or minor, ss well as students who as the Richmond Civic Center on
are interested in adding s foreign Page 6 of the Oct. 14 Progress. The"
language proficiency to their career crusade wil be at the Charleston..
W. Ve Civic Center. Oct. 22-24. skius.

The

The aaeSssn ISa|SBJ Is a member of me Assodesee) Qawaajew. warn
and the Kentucky
Thr Prog-mas Is puoSshed every Thursday during I he
r— *—— *fc1—
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r-r-rrl ■— rrfrnls sirsiuii
Kentucky inlveraMy as s laboratory pubskMton of the nspannni of
Mm (aiununkakiM.
Opinions expteesed hetrrin are those of satdent editors or other algn
efj witters and do not neeeasarBy represent the vtewaof me university
Any false orntaaksadsng advernatng should be reposed to the General
Manager/ Art viaer Marilyn BaSey. P.O. Box »7A. Eastern Kentucky UnrversHy or aaa-teae.
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Prichard seeks
equity, support

(Continued from Pag* 1)
Prichard called the fund "aort of
my baby." Ha said bis personal ex
perieocee in education might have
contributed to his special interest in
the fund.
Prichard said he still hopes the
fund will be included ki the next
budget. He said be thinks the controversy among university admininstrators over other issues
might have led to the defeat of the
fund proposal.
"I think what defeated it was the
conflict in the legislature between
some of the regional universities
and the two larger universities,"
said Prichard. "For some reason,
some of the people in the regional
universities felt it was for the
"benefit of the University of Kentucky, which it was not."
The fight among the universities
also led to the defeat of the budget
formula proposal, according to
Prichard.
The budget formula, according to
the report, was designed to achieve
"equity in distribution of state support to the universities."
It would allow "common funding
for common activities and recognize
variations in institutional roles and
missions, "according to the report.
Distribution of state funds has
been a source of contention among
Kentucky universities for some
time.
The committee's use of the term
"mission," especially as it applies to
the regional universities, added to
that contention, according to
Prichard.
The Council on Higher Education,
at the suggestion of the committee,
is studying the mission each university should have in the state's overall system.
Prichard said the stricter university admissions policies and the
prescribed high school curriculum
policies, accepted by the legislature.
will help reduce the need for
remedial programs.
He said stricter admissions requirements will not mean the
universities are not accessible to all
students, but it may mean that
special provisions will have to be
made.
__

The following reports were made
to the Office of Public Safety last
week:
Oat A

Although some progress in improving education has been made aa
a result of the committee's proposals, Prichard said the 30 member
committee ii still concerned with
the legislature's hesitation to pass
its remaining recommendations.
Prichard said the committee is
seeking funds to continue its work
as an advocate for equality
education.
He said the committee will talk to
all of the candidates for governor
and Congress and "try to get all of
them to commit themselves to the
improvement of education."
Prichard said he also hopes to
gain support from the public and
business sectors, possibly in the
form of lobbyist groups.
The general public is not yet
aware of the urgency to improve the
education system, Prichard said He
blamed part of the public's
disinterest on the economy and inflation of the past which "turned
people off on government and
taxes."
Prichard said the beat way the
committee can enlist the help of toe
public is to keep pointing out that
"quality of higher education and
quality of education of all sorts is
connected with the bops of expanding our economy in Kentucky."
He said the committee will "just
keep on saying it."

Photo by Hob Miracle

Tote that barrel
A determined Ed Woody runs toward the finish line with his keg during
last Thursday's Frat Man's Classic on Palmer field.

Daa Dellee reported smoke in Commonwealth Hall. The building was
evacuated and the fire department
responded. Investigation revealed that
a flourescent light ballast had burned
out.
-V-"'
Sharon Murray of Combs Hall
reported that some clothing, a change
purse and a watch were stolen from her
'room. The items were reportedly valued
at $219 Her roommate. Booby Sue ParUa, later reported that some of her
clothing, reportedly valued at S56. was
also stolen
Christopher T. Ueneacfa of 60-B
Barnes Mil Road was arrested for driving under the influence of intoxicants.
Oct. »:
Frederick Emerson of Commonwealth
Hall was arrested for second degree
assault.
Scott Wilkcraon of Commonwealth
Hall reported a fire in the trash chute at
Commonwealth Hall. The building was
evacuated and the fire department
responded. Investigation revealed that
the fire had already been extinguished by
the sprinkler system.
Oct. 10:
Beverly Bryant of Martin Hall
reported that she had a $20 bill stolen
from her room.
David J. Racabergs of Dupree Hall
was arrested for driving under the influence of intoxicants.
Robert L. Janes of Keene Hall was arrested for public intoxication and third
degree criminal mischief.
Michael Crawford of Commonwealth

KISL delegates recommend changes
(Continued from Page 1)
regent be a Kentucky resident, was
passed by both houses "almost
unanimously," according to House
member Amette Ohlman.
The second bill, which was combined with two bills submitted from
other delegations, would require the
General Assembly to meet annually rather than biennially. That bill
was also passed by both houses, according to Ohlman, who was elected
to serve aa attorney general for the
next session.
Also elected from Eastern to
serve on the Executive Council for
the next year were John Martin as
lieutenant governor and John

Rogers as treasurer.
At the end of the session, the
delegations voted on the "most important bill" considered
According to Ohlman, the bill
chosen by the Eastern delegation
was in opposition to the Mission
Model proposal from the Council on

Higher Education.
"We wanted the council to annually review the Mission Model
plan," said Ohlman. "Wedon't need
a long term plan. We want
something that will be checked each
year."
The bill chosen by Eastern,

10% OFF

^

[Any Purchase wtth Coupon]

Easy Creations Craft Shop

Oct. Ill
Pearl Simpson, the night hostess of
Common weak h Hall, reported that
water was flooding the 10th floor. Investigation revealed that the shower
drain was plugged. Dammage was
reported from the 10th floor to the third
floor.
Jerry Miler of O'DonneU reported his
car was on fire in the EUendale parking
lot. The fire department responded. It
was reported that the fire caused extensive damage to the engine compartment
Oct. 13:
Linda Holt, supervisor of the Weaver
locker room, reported a fire m one of the;
dryers. The fre department responded
and turned off the gas. correcting the
problem.
Kim Lowe of Case Hall reported that
four hubcaps were stolen from her vehi
cle in the Madison lot. The hubcaps were
reportedly valued at $100.
The Richmond Fire Department
reported and responded to a fire at the
University Inn. A fire had erupted in a'
heater and the occupants were'
evacuated.
Teresa O'Conner of Burnam Hall
reported that she had a bicycle stolen
from the rack at the Powell Center. The
bicycle was reportedly valued at $75.
Oct. 14:
Rebecca Keating of 408 Brockton
reported that flames were coming out of
her bed. The fire department responded
and upon investigation discovered that
a faulty electric blanket had ignited the
mattress and box springs.
Roger Homines reported that someonehad entered the lab in the basement of
the Cammack Building and stolen three
recorder pens and one experimental rat.
The pens were valued at $180 and the rat
was valued at $3.90. The rat was later
found dead.
John C. Ffcaery of Mattox hall waa arrested for driving under the influence of.
intoxicants and possession of marijuana.
Krvin M.Orssak of Tcdd Hall and a
passenger in the car were arrested for
public intoxication.

Madison J
National
J
Bank
I

Attention EKU Students!!

Southern Hills Plaza
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
623-5904
Bring a friend nd use our tables.
Pay only for supplies used.
END SATURDAY AFTOMOON BLUES MB!!!!!!!!!
Offer Expire* Octal.., 30, 19*2

Dial-A-Bible
Moment
624-2427

however, did not receive the "most
important bill" award.
The "right to work" bill, which
would permit Kentucky residents to
work without being forced to join a
union, received the majority of
votes as the most important piece
of legislation.

Hall reported that a candy machine on
the second floor lobby had been broken
into and $54.75 had been stolen.

<

I.. Home Of the 24-Hour Banker*]
THREE LOCATIONS:
Main Office - Main Street
Branch Office ■ Eastern By-Pass
Branch Office - Water Street

PEACE CORPS
Next to food, what the world needs most is
someone who knows how to grow it.

PHONE 623-2747
MEMBER F.D.l.C.

Quality Printing Our Specialty
Welcome Back Students

If you have a degree or experience in:

DR. W. R. ISAACS
DR. C. L DAVIS
DR. DON RICHARDSON

Farm Operation!
Biology
Dairrssf
Agronomy
Horticulture
Forestry
Swine
Sheep

OPTOMETRISTS
Complete Eye Exam
Contact Lens (All Types) In Stock
Etxtended-wear Contact Lenses
Fashion Frames
228 W. Main St.

Agricultural Education
Agricultural Journalism
Agricultural Engineering
Artificial Insemination
General Farming &
Ranching Experience
Poultry Production

1

Call or write Peace Corps Representative
104 Bradley Hall
258-84346
Un.ver.rty of Kentucky
Lexington, KY
40506

.niimu

|

SPORTING GOODS

Sale Price I

37.75

Blazer Hi-Top Leather

42.95

38.65

Bruin (Leather)

39.95

35.95

Burt Bruki (Youth)

29.95

26.95

Brutal Canvas

24.95

22.45

Curt Canvas

19.00

17.00

Lady Oceania (Nylon)

24.95

22.45

Lady Diablo (Nylon)

22.95

20.65

Yankee (Running; Shoe)

34.95

31.45

Internationalist (Run.shoe) 46.95 42.25
College Park Shopping Center 623-9517

304 WEST IRVINE STREET
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY 40475

625-3206
Richmond's Complete Printing Typesetting Center

Enjoy our NEW

SALE!
Nike Cortez(men&women) 41.95

PRINTING CO.
Official Printers of Pike Calendar

623-3358

TAYLOR'S

Agricultural Eeoaoaaca
Wildlife * Fishsrlw
Veterinary Medicine
Range Management
Irrigation
Crop Science.
Cattle

^§aLaD

Create your own Salad, the way
you like it, at our New Soup n
Salad Bar. We feature crisp
fresh Lettuce, fresh Vegetables,
your choice of Dressings, two
Soups, and more!
Soup'n Salad
Bar only .

2.49

Soup 'n Salad Bar added
to any Sandwich or
Dinner
1.70

BIG BOY

~
We never forgot
'
what a restaurant ought to be!

1

21,1

4-Ttse

KAMI
■pa**.
■
rC'ODIG

M-th
11
r 01

Do you think the now computer registration system
wfll bo sn advontago or a cissdvsiftsgo? Why?
Bark

Siadaala stn-

deat, recreat
itfoa sad park ad

.

SckaaMar.

art.

I ttiaagree with neperrnng on it
totally lika we will ba bacauaa I
don't truat coaaputara Thay can
acrawupaparaaa'awbiiai
■■*"

MM, MS
I think it will be an advantage
because it will ba faatar and won't
take aa much tima for the etudenta
It wUl take a while for it to get goIn*-. I fic«re it will take about a year
to get the system going.
Pfcffljp Stoaafr. frsaaaaaa, pkyatca.

_N.Y.
I think computer restoration is
goins to ba graat. It will cut the
thaaoth
time in haH. Wares
C*n«ury.aUttlalata.butit'sagraat
advrantaga. I think the only dlaaditaga is that thay don't hava the
teachers liatad in tha schedule
books.

I think it will be an advantage if
it's administered the way it abould
be. If the system is put in like it
should be and there are competent
people running it and it's not like
the computers in the Wallace
Buildirur. I think it will be OK.
Kirk Goodwin, sealer, geology,

Hopkins speaks
2

from tr* retirement fund to supply
hart
meat Mad*-are.
Ra-dy
Hopkins said he would lika to proSixth District Congressman
Larry Hopkins anawared questions pose a bill to put Social Security
"back on tha shelf" or out of the.
about Social Security and other
isaues during a recaption on campus budgeting process Ha deecrfbedSodal Security aa being a "political
last week.
The Republican incumbent said football-' which has been kicked
J
people over 66 hava become a large around too long.
On guaranteed student loans.part of our society living longer has
Hopkins said ha was one of the coactually become a problem
According to Hopkins. Social sponsors of a bill to aa* that tha
Security started having problems in loans were restored.
The loan program has been abue1969 whan It became a part of tha
budget ptooejs He said this allow- ad in this country bacauaa of
ed the government to borrow from defaults. In Kentucky, the default
one Social Security division to eup- rate is onry 2.3 percent, which if.
plement another, such aa borrowing good." Hopkins arid.

David

VOTE

aalalatratfa
I'm not aura whatharit's going to
be to tha student's advantaga or
not. I nthaloacrwn.it nail be an ad
vantage onca atudanU know what's
going on. This Brat year, it will be
the same hassle a* tha old
lagiatrafinti

I think it will be faatar registration. I think it's good but if the comEter breaks down, we're going to
in lota of trouble. Seniors
graduating, if they can't gat their
clasece. wfll have to wait until the
next semester.
Mark Griffey, soaassast
jaatice. Charlotte, N.C.
I think it will be an advantage
because the long lines you used to
have to stand in were a haasie. With
the computer, it will be a lot more
officiant.

I think if it's quicker it will ba an
Ivantage. People don't nke to
in long Unas If thay ware tak
ing claaaea mat are for (hair major,
it will really hurt them if thay are
dosed.

Arthur G.

PACE
Madison County School Board l
i
i

BULEMIC?
Locked into a pattern
of binge-eating followed by vomiting, laxative or diuretic
abuse, compulsive exercise or starvation? If]
so - you're not alone.
Information or individual & group
counseling available.
Call Mental Health
Nursing Associates.
606-277-2532

ROBERTS MOTOR
SERVICE

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
FOR THE UNIVERSITY
COMMUNITY

Jim Cox Studio

•Graduated from EKU - BS degree in Education

(Porter Plaza - Potter Drive)
(beside Recordsmith)

C(ML^^|

Km

4*avr* •■alt), H****)

IZSCkVrckSt
623-3970

B

,To»»

ALL PHASES OF
BEAUTY WORK

Try

Self Serve Copies
with coupon

JIMS
PAWN SHOP

kinko's copies

62S-W2

SELL,

TRADE
3rd & Water SI.

; mss?

2-piece Chicken
Dinner * Med

Save Up To It .09 With Coupon
Bias tasaaiSM a*niPout, AI v.»CMI*

Coupon Good thru 11/06/82
I 2S* Southland Drlv*
Lml.slis.KV
■ ISM IbsnsB Caw Read lmh.am.KV
I EaaMraByPass
Rh*mo«d.KV

P0NT3ER0SA

SUPra CHEESE PIZZA

OMAT COMBINATIONS

QUALITY PIZZA

PTZZA LOVER'S PASSION

&

i*a> ,."""!"""!"!"""M

Sandwiches

MONDAY:
Imperial Burger, Rag.
Friaa A Mad
LY $1.89

■ RIBEYE
■

lower level
University Shopping Center
6244)237
Expires 10-30-82

Colonels
vs.
Racers
Thursday, Oct. 28

DAILY
SPECIALS

In titchtnooa

10 FREE

BUY,
112 S. 2wd

Ju-Wor-V
ar
Inl^ngux,
286 Southland Dr.
1316 Russell Cave Road

455 Eastern By Pos. SHOPPERS VILLAGE Richmond
■ ■■sasasnsnsasnsasB

NEED MONEY,
BILLS,
PROBLEMS?

*

ae0kD*«^'

,GCthe»

-IMCOuaatSHOr

EASTERN SCHOOL
OF HAIR DESIGN

Hainan, airy Uyit $i.l)

BUCKS

6 1

?awS°-L .atjSW*. COOP

Hours 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Vi THE PRICE OF
REGULAR BEAUTY SHOPS

•Member of the Colonel Club

After 20 years it's time for a change!!
It's time to vote PACE on November 2!

We are expanding to better serve our EKU
customers. Watch for our opening in our new
convenient downtown location beginning
November 1
University Shopping Center

fmm. fmingi 6 islms|. Mima.
dijftmu UJIB. ly+rm .inaaaj. at

•Believes we have no other choice but to improve
our Educational Systems

•Young enough to relate to the problems of the
children and the school system

SAME LOCATION
Since 1946

CufTter's Music Wortd

623-6010

•Has S children in the county school system

EaaMaaaaaBB

tSKaMBasi

2M13M

§24 2424

l~W

vmss^

Mi
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HmmkOmtm.
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THE SUPER
SALAD
1.49

w*w

■ T-BONE STE/\K

PONDEROSA

.

'

s

**■*'■

El

r^\

■

| Priafc, ONLY f?J»

WEDNESDAY:
Double Casaasbaiger,
Rag. Fries a Mad.

2 ft 00 i

■ Sav« Up To tl
II 99 With Coupon
V*// ■
™ Bo*>*«anlnrt>4>SMk hMPMB «lY«.Ci.
■ BrialBB«r4tUair>*ni.*<aian
■ Coupon Good thru 11/06/82
■ nUSaaaUaaaDrh*
Laaasaja, KY
1 1311 Sasssa1 Caw Head tmlsain. KY
"EaatsmaVPast
Richmond. KY
I NitMWinMrtacah I —.«>» ,.—I .,,...-.,^1.. .-,..!., ,!_.»<. A.VIKV S«.^ I.. |J<aV21'82 I

'isfc.

INLY SIM
Priaii 9NLY

THURSDAY:
Salad Bar * Mad.

! Priaa, QNLY 12, fl

■«w>^ ;i

FRIDAY:
Fiah Sandwich

^m

M

I ONLY i1
SATURDAY:
Royal Burger, Rag.
Friaa * Mad. Driak

:

HMft*— —
Fiah Diaaar * Mad.

1 Pilaw pm-VC-M
"NO COUPON NECESSARY
Big Hill Avenue

I PRIME RIB

Save Up To $4.15
With Coupon

I K-»».an.»m--■*-, IWHI^ rUa. .11■.-.*. AIV... C ., I ,.
SaaealtW W-w.H-J-wt.K-a-. ■N»waBV ll ■ <y* Ma*l
■ nisahll|l I T It'll

Coupon Good thru 11/06/82

P0NOEWSR I

I 2*6 Southland D.(v»
Lr«»eKm.KY
I intsTassasCsisWeaa tnh.alns.KV
Richmond. KY
EaeMra Bypass
nwaVSanali i —thii—damatsiaiMinaiiawisai—s AiliiKV s^.T«
I m m BatCOUPON OFPKR GOOD FRI . SAT . SUN ■

I..
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Campus Living
Smiles
offered
at Ma's
By AMlmCriikr
Staff writer
"Hi! How are yon," is the
gtmtttM patron* receive as they
walk through the door. Familiar
f acea as well as new customers are
treated in the same friendly way.
No one is a stranger whan they
enter Ma Kelly s, a local restaurant
which caters to the eating habits of
students and locals who want a
good home-cooked meal at a
reasonable price.
Behind the low overhead, the furnishings are hardly those of an
elegant eatery, and the low prices.
rarely a meal for more than $8.
stands Ann Kelly, called "Ma" by
her regular customers. A mediumsized woman, Kelly s youthful appearance betray* her 61 year*. She
ha* owned Ma Kelly's for four
years. and ha* lived in Richmond all
of her life.
Kelly remembers what Richmond
waa Dice when she was growing up.
Aa the daughter of a policeman
and department store clerk, she quit
school at Madison High School in
the ninth grade to work at the
Madison Drug Store as a clerk and
waitress.
"I did what ever there waa to be
done," she said.
''Thing* wait different then,'' she
said. "It was during the war. The
college wasn't as big and there were
a" lot of ROTC boys running
around."
-At age 17, Kelly met her future
husband. "I don't remember how wa
met. I guess someone introduced us.
but I don't remember who," she
said.
.After a brief courtship. Kelly
became Mrs. Tom Adam* on Jan.
13. 1948.
Exactly one year to the day after
they were married, they had their
first child, a boy.
Kelly waa content in her marriage
to stay home and take care of the
growing family while bar husband
worked. Adam* was self employed,
repairing automobiles in his
backyard.
The couple's happiness was short
lived, however, aa Adam* learned
that he had cancer. It was a general
illness, said Kelly, that soon took
over hi* body. On Jan 13. I960.
Adams died
Kelly raised her son alone for two
years until she met and married
Maurice Kelly in 1962

Harley to head southern
parasitologists society

Ma Kelly stil gives change for a dollar.
Five year* later the Kelly family
became a foursome when she gave
birth to her daughter. Jane.
Kelly said she is proud of her two
children.
George. 36, lives in California and
works in ■ grocery store. "He was
in the Navy and married a girl out
there." she said. "That's why he
stayed."
Her daughter, Jane Pague. works
at the restaurant and is the mother
of two children.
Kelly's first introduction to Kelly's restaurant occurred when she
married Maurice.
"My mother-in-law owned the
business for 12 year*." she said She
waa divorced and needed the income
so she started the business, said
Kelly.
The building has been a resturant
and grocery for a long time. Kelly
said. "It's shout 76 to 80 years old.
My husband was born next-door.
"I bought the business because I
like the resturant business." she
said. "I really like the kids too.
Everybody is real nice and
friendly."
Ma Kelly's is noted for the names
of the patrons on the wall*. Names
and drawings in s variety of colors
cover every wall. Kelly said that the
well-intentioned graffiti has become
famous among her customers.
"We started this just to see where

everybody was from," she said in
reference to the names and locals
penciled and markered on the walls.
"Everybody loves to write on the
wallsKelly is up at 6 o'clock evey morning except Sunday starting
breakfast at the resturant.
Transportation is no problem
because the Kelly's live right next
door. All of the employees live in the
neighborhood, she said "I start the
cooking and two of the ladies come
in a little later and finish."
While not extensive, the food list
at Ma KeUy's has become wellknown. "My menu stays about the
same." she said "We have the same
meats everyday; steak, chicken and
meatloaf, but the vegtables are
changed around." Green beans,
corn, macaroni and various breads
and desserts are favorites of the
patrons.
The resturant never has had any
serious problems business-wise,
although things slacken up during
the summer months. Kelly says
there are stU workers and summer
school students who patronize the
store and "business is still good."
Kelly intends to keep Ma Kelly's
going until she is unable to run it.
"I like the people and I like keeping busy." she said "III be here until my health keeps me from it."

By Maryletgh Haydea
Staff writer
"Education is a contnuous process. One never stops learning."
said the man whose high school
counselor advised him to be an auto
mechanic or to go into the construction business.
The young man disregarded the
words of his adviser and chose instead to pursue his dream of higher
education.
Racing dragster* to earn money
for tuition. John Harley was able to
pay for his first three years of school
with the winnings.
Today, some years later. Dr. John
P. Harley is a professor of biology
at the university and the presidentelect of the Southeastern Society of
Parasitologists (SSP).
Parasitologists, said Harley,
study animals or plants which live
on or within another organism. The
SSP is a national organization,
started in the 1920s, which holds an
nual regional and national meetings.
As president-elect, Harley's job is
to conduct the business of the
society for the year. This includes
sending newsletters, taking care of
membership dues and organizing
the annual meeting.
Being president-elect automatically secures the position of national
president the following year.
Although his main interest lies in
the study of parasites, Harley also
holds s doctoral degree in cardiovascular physiology.
Harley has been an instructor at
the university for 13 years. He
taught at Kent State University for
two years before accepting the position here. Harley said he left Kent
State because of the protests and
riots at the school.
Harley's interest is centered
around education and he plans to
continue teaching at the university
for some time.
"I love teaching," said Harley.
"My primary goal in life is to be a
good teacher."
Interaction with his students is a
goal that Harley strives for. His
students study parasites which affect humans and test better drugs
to combat them.
"My students and I have
published over 60 scientific papers
in parasite physiology indicating
new results," he said.
In addition to holdkig a major
position in a large organization and
teaching at Eastern, Harley is also
an honorary professor at the Univer-

Pwsteby

President-elect Dr. John P. Harley
sity of Kentucky in the School of
Biological Sciences.
For the past two and a half years,
Harley has been working with Dr.
Gary Ublem. a UK professor, doing
field work on the sugar uptake from
the environment by parasites. He
estimated the research will take
another three years.
Along with the titles of "Doctor"
and "President-elect". Harley also
holds the unlikely title of student.
He is currently working toward a
master's degree in business administration a field he describes a*
"enlightening.challenging."
Harley said the business degree
will help him in his job as a consultant for textbook producers and
pharmaceutical companies dealing
with parasite drugs.
When Harley is able to leave his
work and studies behind, he said he
seeks enjoyment in gourmet food.
Both he and his wife like to cook and
he said they share the cooking
chores, "fifty-fifty." Whenever

neither feels like preparing a meal,
the Harleys head out for a meal at
one of their favorite restaurants.
"My wife, Jane and I love to eat at
gourmet restaurants." said Harley.
Not only do he and his wife like
to cook together, they also "love to
travel." The couple have visited the
Carribean and Mexico, and plan to
travel to New Orleans soon, said
Harley.
Another past time which Harley
combines with his work is writing.
He has written texts on physiology,
anatomy and environmental
science. Harley has also authored
several abort stories and critiques
for travel magazines.
Despite the negative advice he
received in high school. Harley has
accomplished many of the goals he
set for himself.
Now, as he sits in his office amid
awards and pictures of his race cars,
he is surrounded by remnders of his
achievements his counselor never
dreamed of.

Crabbe
Light bill to soar for night game sought
By Kim Dobbling
Gueat writer
A* the darkness settles over
Richmond on the evening of Oct.
28, traveler* who frequently
drive along the Eastern By-pass
will be greeted by a sight
previously unknown to members
of this Madison County community - a lighted Hanger Field.
Provided by the Muaco Company, in conjunction with the
"super station" WTBS-Atlanta,
portable stadium lights will illuminate the home of the Colonels for their contest against
Murray State.
The Muscatine, Iowa company
is in it* first year of the portable
lighting business. Hakssj the only company that is able to provide strong enough lights for
television and an area a* large as
Hanger Field, Musoo brings to
Eastern its first possible night
game, said Don Combs, athletic
director at the university.
"It's a first and probably one of
the last." said Combs of the
night game.
Permanent lights are too expensive and temporary lights
cost too much to iwi+.n for each
game, said Comb*.
In order to accomodate the
equipment necessary for such s
six 18-whseler trucks will

haul in the crew from Musoo.
They will arrive on Tuesday to
set up for the scheduled 8:12 p.m.
kick-off, Thursday.
According to Combs, each
truck is equipped with its own
set of lights and a generator to
run the equipment The trucks
will be positioned in the Begley
parking lot and between the
fence and the visitor's stands.

The lights will be extended 160
feet in the ar. providing a "spillover" of light to prevent any
dark areas on the field, said
Combs.
To light a stadium such as
Hanger Field. 160 footcandles of
light are needed. Combs said that
Musco will provide 200 footcandles, "giving light for ticket
takers and the parking lot" aa

well.
Keeping the night game lit is
no small financial matter either,
said Combs. The price of the temporary lighting will cost the
university about (60,000. he
said
The lighting money will come
from the (350,000 that WTBS is
paying the teams to televise the
game.

According to Combs, the
money that communications
magnate Ted Turner's cable station pays for the game is divided equally among the eight Ohio
Valley Conference teams and the
league office He said the division
of the funds is standard practice
for the league.
Including Richmond residents,
WTBS is capable of reaching 22
million homes.
Combs said that he hopes
students will sit in the concrete
stands on the home team side
because the television cameras
will be aimed at them.
Tom Stipes, a member of
Sigma Chi Fraternity, said
however, that his group will sit
in their regular seats in the
visitor's stands because he feels
the television cameras will not be
able to pick up faces in the crowd.
Even if WTBS cameras do not
pick up faces in the crowd, they
will be following the progress of
the game and telecasting them
across the country. Combs said
this will help the "excellent image" that Eastern has. and he
hopes the publicity will give the
university the chance to "emphasize our strong points, including our strong football
program."

Differences stressed by journalist
By Mark CaaapbeU
Staff writer
Fabririo del Piero. a journsist from Italy . visited the Ulivanity recently to conduct a seminar on Strategy of Development
which dealt with the areas of south Italy
and eastern Kentucky.
Del Piero was invited to the university by
Dr. Robert Agger of the political science
department and his wife Professor Simons
Gannassi Agger of the sociology depart
roent. The Aggers are visiting professors
from Italy.
Simona Agger is a professor of architecture and planning at the University of
Venice and her husband i* a writer.
Del Piero speaks four languages in addition to Italian: French, German, Portuguese and English. He is the Washington
DC. correspondent for ANSA. the Italian
news agency comparable to the United
States Associated Press
Dal Piero is currently in the fourth year
of a ali rear assignment in Washington.
Prior to that position, he spent three years

in London and another eight years at ANSA 's foreign desk in Italy.
Del Piero. who lives with his wife and two
sons in Washington, said he feels "relatively safe in Washington-we spend most of the
day with the kitchen door unlocked" He
said he feels safer in the United States than
in his native Italy.
"You wouldn't leave your door or your
car unlocked" said del Piero. "Here I can
relax more, but as far as personal safety,
it may be more dangerous."
This is not the first time that del Piero
has lived in the United States. He waa in
the Chicago area about 20 years ago aa a
foreign exchange student under the
American Field Service Exchange
Program.
Del Piero spent his senior year in high
school in the Chicago area and he graduated
in I960. He said the experience helped him
to become familiar with the English
language and was partially responsible for
getting him the job be has now.
While he was in America he said he

became so familiar with English that his
"dreams were even in English"
"I've never lost it again-while my colleagues were very good; they were bookish
sounding I sounded mot* relaxed,'' he said
After graduating from high school, he
went on to the University of Naples in Italy and graduated with a degree in political
science.
He said that degree left bun with no
special vocation, but it did give him a varied
background so that he could understand
and relate to many different things easily.
Journalism just happened to be a profession that he could adapt to easily, he said.
As s journalist, del Piero respects the
freedom of the press. He said the principle
of freedom of the press in his country is
much like it is here.
"It waa your influence that even brought
this principle to Italy," said del Piero.
Like American newspapers, del Piero said
his agency strives for objectivity in its
reporting. He said his agency serves all of
the press in Italy.

"You are not tailoring your story to any
one paper." he said. "We are forced to be
objective because of our role.
"It doesn't Mean that I cannot express
myself," said del Piero. "The paramount
thing for me is that you have to respect the
facts. I try to be complete without sponsoring one side."
Del Piero said he has grown fond of his
job in Washington He said he enjoys the
excitement of reporting from the nation's
capital, but he also knows that when his six
years are up he must move on to another
assignment.
The journalist said he is concerned about
moving on to another position. "You can
tell the difference - everything here is so
much more important.'' said del Piero. "In
London. I had to make things more interesting where as here I don't even have
to try.
"Anything would be a step down, boring
as compared to Washington" said del
Piero.
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the best

Edi tor's note: This article Is part of
a continuous series.
By George Oahehart
Features editor
(>' hail us. Kentucky
students'
We bear a message, a jolly
band;
We fly the banner of
"Education,"
To evry hamlet of Dixieland.
From "Kentucky Schools"
John Grant Crabbe

Looking out over the ravine the
John Grant Crabbe Library stands
as a memorial to the man who contributed greatly to Kentucky's early educational system.
Not only was Dr. John Grant
Crabbe Eastern's second president,
be also served as superintendent for
the Ashland public schools and the
Kentucky public school system.
Ironically, the man who worked so
hard for the advancement of education in Kentucky, was not a native
Kentuckian.
Crabbe was born in Mount Sterling, Ohio in 1866. He was educated
in the Ohio public school system and
graduated from Ohio Weslyan with
s bachelor's degree in education.
Crabbe left Ohio after his graduation and taught at the Flint
'Michigan) Normal School as s professor of Greek and Latin.
In 1890 Crabbe came to Kentucky
and accepted the post of superintendent of public education ki Ashland.
He became well-known for his campaigns to upgrade the standards for
teachers as well as the standards for
curriculum. He soon became active
in the state's education system.
In 1908 Crabbe waa elected to the
superintendent position for public in
struction for Kentucky schools
where he continued his push for
quality education.
Because of his notable work in
that post, Crabbe was appointed as
Eastern Kentucky State Normal
school's second president. Crabbe
stayed at Eastern for six years
before accepting a similar position
with the Colorado State Teachers
College in Greeley, Colo.
Crabbe continued working at all
levels of education until his death in
1924.
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Organization
Campus Clips

Intramural Update]

SCJ/SPJ

Fraternity Active.

The following teams are in the intramoral fkg football ptay off.. The
playoff, beam Monday. Oct.» and
will ead with the final, on Monday,
Oct. 25. la order to qualify for taw
playoffs, teams had to plaice either
first or secaxl in their leagues. Pairings for the playoffs war* by i
dom selection.

SCJ/SPJ will meat at 6 p.m. today
in Wallace 382. "Your First Job in
Journalism" will be presented by
Betty Malkin. a 1981 uniyfsilj
graduate and reporter for the Winchester Sun.

H
1. Kappa Alpha Pai
2. Pi Kappa Alpha

League I

Alpha Phi Sigma

1. Sigma Alpha Epeilon
2. Sigma Chi

Men's Independent
League A

Alpha Phi Sigma, a criminal
justice honorary, will sponsor a lee
ture by John Erwin on Monday,
Oct. 26, from 4 p.m. to6 p.m. in the
Ferrell Room of the Combs
Building.

Fraternity Pledgee

1. Strikeforce
2. T.D. Runners

ASLP
1. Phi Kappa Tau
2. Phi Delta Theta

The Association of Security and
Loss Prevention will mast at 3:30
p.m. on Monday. Oct. 26, in Stratum 332. Al interested parsons may
attend. For more information call
Pam Collins at 624-1642.

L Pitless
2. Nads
1. Sigma Pi
2. Tan Kappa Epsilon sad Beta
Theta Pi

League C
1. Beaver Retreivera
2. Paria A Touch of Claaa

Humanities Forum
•Humanities and Science: Are
They Really Different?- will be the
title of s panel discussion at 7 p.m.
on Monday, Oct. 26, in the Ken
namer Room of the Powell Building.

Woman

League D
i~Pit
2. Dirtnecka

League L
1. Timeouts
2. Bruisers

League E
1. BSU Veterans
2. Bearcats

Soccer Officials
Up and away

1. Deadend Kids
2. NYKY's

Housing
League F

Mike Ford a senior Theta Chi, kicked the soccer ball ap sad away during an intramural soccer game last week.

DZs host Frat Man's Classic

1.10th FL Vipers
2. BMF Hootchers

League G
L Commonwealth 8th Fl.
2. Palmer Powerhouse

CD&P conducts
job workshop
The Division of Career Development and Placement (CD & P),
Jones 310. has been conducting
workshops to aid all students seeking employment in professional,
summer, internship or co-op during
the 1982-83 year.
All workshops will be repeated
during the second semester.
Graduating students are encouraged to attend the complete
series. All sessions take place in
Burner 101.
One more workshop remains on
the schedule
Resume sad Job Campaign Correspondence, Oct. 26 at 6:30 p.m.
and Oct. 27 at 3:30. p.m.

By Maryleigh Haydea
Staff writer
The Prat Man's Classic which
was sponsored by Delta Zets sorority, raised an estimated S500 for
their national philanthropy, the
Gallaudett College for the Hearing
Impaired in Washington. D.C.
The classic, which was held Oct.
12-15, was won by the Beta Theta
Pi fraternity. Kappa Alpha Pai
placed second and Tau Kappa Epsilon finished third
"We were extremely enthusiastic
with the participation from the
fraternities," said Beverly Wheeler,
philanthropy chairman for Delta
Zeta and coordinator of the event
Thirteen of the 16 university
fraternities competed in the weeklong event.
The classic began with* a "Kick
Off Party." which included the
"Classic Man" competition. Tim
Schipski, Tau Kappa Epeilon candidate, won the "Classic Man" title.
Physique, hair and voice were
judged. The candidates also had to
recite a classic line from a movie.

Schipski s line was "Frankly, my
dear. I don't give a damn," from the
movie Gone With the Wind.
Judges of the contest were Steve
Vance, former professional model
and former manager of the MerryGo-Round in Lexington, Carrie
Rogers, manager of Rogers Classic
Hair Design in Richmond and Ed
Bennett from The Body Shop in
Richmond
Fraternities serenaded the Delta
Zetas the next day for the "I Love
DZ" buttons. The buttons were
turned in for points prior to the
"Wild Turtle Chase." The chase was
"on the order of a scavenger hunt,"
Wheeler said.

Anyone interested in being a paid
soccer officisl for intramural soccer
should
contact
the
In
trsmural/Recreational Sports office
in Begiey 202 or call 6434.

Dupree Hall

Cave Club

lnterdorm

The Cave Club will mast at 7:30
p.m. on Wednesday. Oct. 27, in
Moore 107. There will be a
demonstration of first aid for caving by a licensed instructor.

Men's lnterdorm will sponsor The
Big Kiss st 6 p.m. on Thursday, Oct.
28. at Palmer Field Man's Inter-(
dorm is sponsoring the event to try
and break the Guineas World Book
of Records for the most number of
couples kissing three minutes. Sign
up for couples is now outside the
grill. The entry fee is 81 per couple.
AH proceeds will go to the United
Way.

.. AGC
The student chapter of the
Associated General Contractors will
most at 6:80 p.m. on Tuesday. Oct.
26. in Gibson 333.

PIZZA & SUBS
Hoagie Subs - $2.35
Ham & Cheese - $2.35

Open 8'TO 1

ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE
SAUSAGE • GREEN PEPPER • MUSHROOM • PEPPERONI
GROUND BEEF • ONION • OLIVE • BACON • HAM
HOT PEPPER • THICK CRUST

PHOTO HNISHING

KINKO'S
SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER ON
COLOR
PRINT
film developing

COLD 16 OZ. BOTTLE OF COKE OR MELLO YELLO 50*

SAVE ON
LARGE PIZZA
WITH TWO ITEMS
OR MORE

Coupon good on DISC/110/126 and 35MM full
frame 12, 20 or 24 exposure (C-41 process
only) color print roll film. 20 exposure slides
and 8mm or S-8 movies included. Coupon
must accompany order.
lower lead
Offer expires November 1st, 1962.
Uni»«*ty

*&?

Come by and
CelebrateOur
16th
Anniversary

623-0330

I \\I()l s RECIPI
Route L'">
' )u m (I .ind (>|)ir.n i«d M\
•T \ ( i "
and

\ i rimn ( 'umntiii

1

DaUvwry Area
tatf
$2.50

SAVE ON
MEDIUM OR LARGE
PIZZA

SPECIAL!

HOURS:
•1*

Our

00

COUPON

COUPON

Alpha Psi Omega, a theater
honorary, is sponsoring a costume
sale for HaUoween on Monday, Oct
26, from 1230 p.m to 5 p.m. in ths
lobby of the Campbell Building.
Prices on the costumes wiU vary.
Only cash will be accepted.

829 E. Main Street, Richmond, Ky.
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KINKO'S

Alpha Psi Omega

MARKO'S
623-0330
PIZZA

M
<dv\am.

6240237

DPMA
Ths Data Processing Management Association (DPMA) will meet
today at 3:30 p.m. in Combs 223.
Representatives from Honeywell
will demonstrate one of its word processors. Everyone is invited to
attend.
;

PRSSA will bold a portfolio
workshop today at 6 pin. in the
Kennamer Room of the Powell
Building. Rae House of MER
Advertising in Lexington will be the
speaker.

0rt
Richard McDonald- owner
Crickett Portwood
•"Mary Anderson
Tyronna Smith Riley
Maxine Rose

CIRUNA
The Council on International
Relations and United Nations Affairs (CIRUNA) will present its
third world affairs forum at 7 p.m.
on Thursday, Oct. 27. in the Kennamer Room of the Powell Building.
Everyone is invited to attend.

Dupree Hall will sponsor the second annual House of Horror en
Tuesday. Oct. 26, from 8 p.m. to
midnight in its recreaticn room. Admission is 81 for adults and 60 cents
for children. Proceeds wiU go to the
Toys for Tots fund. Everyone is
invited

PRSSA

The final day of competition consisted of various games. Men
bobbed in whip cream for chocolate
turtles in the "Bon-Appetite" event.
The "Mystery Event" required
that four man from each fraternity
be blindfolded and mixed in a big
circle. Each group was than given an
animal cal to imi*««^ The first
group to find all four of their fellow
species won.
"The Run for the Roses." "The
Turtle Hurtles" and many more
composed the day's games.
"There are definitely places for
improvement," Wheeler said, but
Delta Zeta appears comfortable
with the insults of their first Frat
Man's Classic

Phi Mu
Phi Mu sorority will hold a
swimathon at 8:46 p.m. on Wednesday. Oct. 27, in Alumni Coliseum
between all Greek sororities and
fraternites. For more information
contact Ledis Meyer at 3306.

FREE 30 MINUTE DELIVERY
IS MINUTE CARRY OUT

I

,J

4 CeM 16 as, Bstttn el Cefce er
wttri a purchase of one Lars;.
wtw.2rt.meor
10-31-82 On.

2 Cold 16 <*. Bottles of Coke or NUHo YaMo

• eta
Offer Expires 10-31-S2

One

Per Offer

,
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Group

County unites
for United Way

value of
nutrition

By Belinda Ward
Organisations editor
It wiping members in touch with
professionals in their field is one of
the main purposes of the Food and
Nutrition Club, said president Mary
Menk.
Because the majority of the
members are either dietetic or food
administration/restaurant management majors, the goal of the
organization is to provide them with
information concerning when and
where professional conventions will
meet, said Menk, a senior food service administration major from
Nicholasvtle.
a
Such conventions include the
American Dietetic Association
(ADA) and the National Restaurant
Association (NRA).
"We not only keep them informed, but we sometimes provide
transportation to these meetings,"
she said.
For example, this year the club
provided S360 for the transportation of seven members to go to the
ADA meeting in San Antonio on
Oct. 16.
The Food and Nutrition Club also
schedules speakers to lecture about
related occupations for the club's biweekly meetings. For instance, in
the future there will be three dietetic
speakers, said Menk.
Following graduation, dietetic
majors have three options in which
to pursue their careers, Menk said.
Each of the speakers will discuss
one of the three career options that
they took after graduation.
Although most of the speakers
discuss dietetic related topics, Menk
said she does not feel that those in
restaurant management are
neglected.
"They (restaurant management
students) should have an interest in
both fields." remarked Menk.
"Our overall purpose is to promote nutrition on BssJOss and in the
community," Menk continued.
This semester the organization is
involved in the menu planning
aspect of the Meals on Wheels program. This project involves the serving of nutritious meals to shut-ins
or those who cannot afford food in
the surrounding communities, she
continued.
According to Menk, since March
has been designed as the Month of
Nutrition, the club plans to go to the
local schools and present programs
concerning food and nutrition.
The Food and Nutrition Club
meets every other Thursday at 8:30
p.m. in the Family Laving Center in
the Burner Building for a business
session with aerobics following the
meeting.
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And they're off
Members of Sigma Alpha Epsiloo (SAE) and Sigma Pi raced against each other durktg the finals of the Beta
Theta Pi football tourney on Sunday. The SAEs beat the Shjma Pis 30-12 to win the championship. Kappa
Alpha Theta sorority won the women's division 12-0 over Pi Beta Phi.

Rugby: a gentleman's game
By Todd Kief f v
Staff writer
When one thinks of rugby, it is
easy to conjure up visions of brawling, sprawling young men. half
human, half beast, who derive
almost barbaric glee from the
amount of punishment their bodies
can endure.
The game, which was developed in
England during the early nineteenth
century, is a grueling combination
of football and soccer, with a touch
of wrestling added for good
measure.
Rugby is played on a large
football-like field, with a white
leather ball, the size and shape of a
small watermelon.
Each team tries to advance the
ball down the field through a series
of runs, quick laterals or kicks.
When a team moves the ball into the
opponents end zone, a "try" is
scored, worth four points.
Players also have the option of
"dropkickmg" the ball through the
uprights for a three point score.
Like soccer, there is a continuous
flow of action, with rapid changes of

ball possession and there is enough
aggressive hard hitting to satisfy
any football fan.
Contrary to popular belief, injuries sustained in rugby are as a
rule less severe and less frequent
than in football.
Players sre not permitted to wear
any type of padding, bat the rule of
no blocking greatly reduces the risk
of serious injury.
Nevertheless, as any rugger will
maintain, beneath all the violence
and pain, al the blood and sweat,
rugby is truly a gentleman's game.
"That's the great thing about it,"
explained Dave Dunlap, vicepresident of the Rugby Club. "It's
not like football, where after the
game is over, you go home still
hating the other team. We always
get together after the game, shake
hands and have a little party. We
forget about the game and get to
know each other on a friendlier
level."
It is that sense of comradeship,
teamed with the ferociously
physical nature of the sport, that
has increased rugby's popularity on

college campuses across the nation.
In the last 18 years, the number of
rugby clubs in America has increased from 80 to well over 100.
The Rugby Club, which is in the
midst erf its third year on campus,
strives to spread the spirit of the
sport, despite almost non-existent
funding and
the lack
of
knowledgable coaching available in
the area.
It is the university's policy that
a campus organization cannot attain the sponsorship of any business
or industry that is involved in the
sale of alcoholic beverages.
Many rugby clubs depend on
money provided by taverns or beer
distributors to keep the team
operating financially, but this is not
a possibility at the university. According to Dunlap, this is a major
set back for the sport
"We really need a sponsor," said
Dunlap. "Busch (beer) sponsors the
University of Kentucky and
Western Kentucky University, but
they couldn't even approach us...due
to the university's conservative
policy." '

By Belinda Ward
Organizations editor
The United Way Foundation aids
many health, welfare and character
building services throughout the
United States.
"Primarily, United Way is s fund
drive to allocate money for local
agencies, such as the Red Cross,
that need help," said campaign
chairman Dr. John Flanagan,
associate dean for non-traditional
studies.
This year many organizations and
university employees will be involved in some aspect of the Student Campaign for United Way.
which will run from Oct. 14 to Nov.
17.
"A United Way campaign,
especially on a campus, has many
facets." Flanagan said
He said the goal of the United
Way of the Bluegrass, which encompasses Anderson. Bourbon. Clark.
Fayette, Jessamine. Madison, Montgomery and Scott counties, is to
raise $2.7 million.
Flanagan said Madison County's
goal is $200,000 He said the Richmond community will attempt to
contribute f 12.400 to that sum.
"All of the organizations in
Madison County are working
simultaneously, and at the end of
the campaign they will go together
to fulfill their $200,000 goal." said
Flanagan.
The university will not use hard
sell tactics such as the direct
solicitation method, Flanagan said
"A United Way campaign usually
involves da-ect solicitation, but that
is not the university's style."
According to Flanagan, students
and university employees comprise
the two populations on campus
which are vital to the United Way
fund raising
"This is one time that the entire
university can get totally involved
in a project." said Flanagan.
Notices will be sent to university
employees giving them an opportunity to contribute to the United
Way either through the payroll
deduction or direct contribution
plans.
Flanagan has a volunteer campaign cabinet of seven university individuals to help him.
One of these members. Jan
Grimes, director of Women's Interdorm, has set up her own campaign
cabinet of university students,
which represent the second distinct
university population.
"Jan has selected a broad crosssection of people from student
government, Greek organizations,
interdorm and various other student
organizations," said Flanagan.
He said these students, who are
also volunteers, will be the main
driving force behind the United
Way campaign.
"I feel that the students will do
extremely well," said Flanagan.
Last year the participating students
had a goal of $1200, yet they raised

approximately $1340 According to
Flanagan, this year's goal is $1500
and he said he feels they will achieve
It.
Students began making plans for
fund raising projects around the
first of October, said Flanagan.
"The students have more ideas that
they can ever possibly put into
practice."
According to Flanagan, this campaign gives organizations an opportunity to fulfill charters or other service obligations.
The campaign also serves as a link
between students and United Way
agencies such as the Madison County Association for Retarded Citizens
(MARC), where many university
students do internships for various
health related fields.
On Oct. 14 the Student Campaign
for the United Way gave a luncheon
for its volunteers.
According to Flanagan, this luncheon allowed university President
Dr. J. C. Powell, who served as host,
to tell the group how important he
thinks the United Way cause is.
On the Tuesday and Wednesday
prior to this luncheon, training sessions were held for the United Way
volunteers to prepare for the work
they will have to do.
According to Flanagan, some of
the possible future fund raising activities wfll include a male and
female sexy legs contest and a Jazz
Ensemble concert.

Monsters
to gather
for bash

All students should beware when
going near the Keen Johnson
Building on Tuesday. Oct. 26 from
8-12 p.m. because the ghosts and
goula will be out in full force for the
annual Monster Bash, sponsored by
Men's and Women's Interdorm.
Money raised from the Monster
Bash goes to the United Way
Foundation.
There wil be games, contests,
prizes and a live band. Local
businesses sre donating prizes and
gifts such as free pizzas, t-shirts or
tennis shoes.
Admission is free for those in
costume and 75 cents for those who
are not. There will also be a minimal
charge for the apple bobbing contest
and refreshments.
The major event of the evening is
the costume contest. The following
four categories will be judged:
cutest, most original, scariest and
group (such as Frankenstien and his
bride).
"People are really creative in their
costumes." said Mary Sue Alsip,
organizer of this year's event. According to Alsip, a large turnout is
probable because this is a once-ayear event

How to have class between classes.
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Go Bass or Go Barefoot
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HOME OF CLASSMATE OF THE MONTH
455 EASTERN
BY-PASS
SHOPPERS
VILLAGE
RICHMOND.
KENTUCKY

A

W2£
"The College Shop"

HOURS:
Mon Sal
lOi.m toSp.n
Sun

16pm

*
Phone
6242727

Indulge yourself in a warm ^^ cup of Cafe Vienna. It's a light
and annamony touch of class. And just one of five deliriously
different flavors
from General Foods*
fc=r=ll|r^E=n
International Coffees.
GENERAL FOODS* INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

A MEMBER Of. THE ^.TUMO 27 GROUP
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Art Grab

Harris voices career plans
By
Art. editor
""David Harris recognized the
caller's voice only after hearing it
twice before. I m pretty food wj th
—■—,** ha said in response to the
Caller's surprise at betas; known.
This was either the biggest pun
«erris had ever made or the biggest
understatement be had ever made.
-• It's hard to tell.
••• What's not difficult to tell is that
-Harris, a senior who lives in Rich-Baond. is dastinsd for a career with
.Ids voice playing the land role (and
'perhaps leading Mai to bigger and
■better roles).
Harris, a. said his Barging career
began when he was a high school
junior and a member of the church
choir. It was from hearing Harris in
Xbe choir that others began to encourage him to pursue singing.
"I just happened to sing louder,"
\» said. "I guess I just had more
"nierve."
j ..Heeding the urginga of those
other people. Harris began attending the Foster Vocal Camp at the
university and did so lor four summers under the direction of David
Ware.
"We were shown how to sing in a
general way. It was a lot of fan. a
lot of social activity." he recalled.
In 1978 Harris began studying
with voice teacher Linda Everman
\o develop Us singing talents. He
was planning on entering a voice
contest, but was delayed until 1979.
;. It was then that he decided to
enter the National Association of
Teacher's Singing (NATS). Harris

proves that he haa "a lot of irons in
the fire, "as he himself described it.
This is not surprising at all con
sidering Harris family is s musical
arrangement in itself Harris father.
Bond, associate professor of
philosophy and retyrjon. waa ottered
a roll scholarship to Westminister
whan ha was preparing to be a
minister.

won both the regional and state
titles of NATS.
"I was very pleased with that." he
said. "There were only two people
entered, but we were way ahead of
the game." Harris asaaaMJalshad
this prior to beginning his fieslmisii
year at the university.
At the age of 19, while Harris was
appearing aa Tony in the university theater department's West Side
Story , he was called for an audition
for the Cincinnati Opera Company.
Harris stranded the aistition and
waa arrapted "I was just elated."
he said
Harris said his membership in the
company "gave me the chance to be
right in the middle of people who are
making money as principal artists.
You meat a lot of people. It helps
you to find out what to do for
yourself."

Harris said that because of his
parents, there has always been
music around and they know what
is involved. They dont push too
hard because thsy know what I'm
fan to."

Apparently finding the key for
himself, Harris entered the National
Music Teacher's Association
(NMTA) Vocal Competition end was
chosen alternate to the regional
(south) level aa a junior in the
graduate division.
Harris continued with the company up until the first of this year.
He won the NATS awaid each year,
the Delta Omicron Music Scholarship, the Jane Campbell and Irene
Muir Musk scholarships for each
year.
Harris recently entered the 1982
compstrtton of NMTA and was
once again named aa alternate to the
region.
Asked what this actually meant,
Harris said. "I'm either the biggest
singer in Kentucky or I'm the big-

David Harris

Harris knows what he is "in for."
expressing that opera is "a very.
very dosed ield." but looks forward
to his car ear taking into consideration long-range goals

gest fool who wants to prepare 40
minutes of music."
The word isn't "tool." it is
dedicated. Harris said that in addition to memorizing songs (up to 14
for his last appearance), he must
study and sktgin Spanish, German,
Italian. French, and Russian.
It isn't in having to memorize
these languages that Harris is
tasked. He practices for at least two
hours each day, attends classes on
an average of nine a semester, doss
other rehearsing, and works on
BBssBsBsastJIsl
Harris also spends time participating in recitals and being an
accompanist He has even served as
a conductor when he debuted with
the EKU Symphony in Manfred
dini's Concerto per due Irombe.
Harris' hat of accomplishments

"I'm good enough to do wad in
Kentucky," he said. 'I'm only 21
and people doing the best in opera
are usually 29 to 90 years old."
He's off to a good start, with the
momentum building. Harris said
that he has auditioned at Northwedtern Chicago University in
Evaneton, IL, where he said his pro
spacta are "vary good" Only 18
scholarships and three graduate
assist an ten tps are offered by the
university. Harris said he plans to
"check out' other offers and will be
visiting New York and Italy as a
part of his search. Harris' horizons will more than
likely expand but if they don't, he's
somewhat prepared for it. "You
might earn a living in music, but
sometimes you don't," he said.

Contest seeks student talent
By Mary Baderederf
Staff Writer
Lights, camera, action! University students will be participating in
the 1983 Al American Collegiate
Talent Search (ACTS), which will be
taking place March 26. 1983, at the
New Mexico State University in Las
Cruces. N.M.
f

Participants will native cash
prizes and scholarships totalling
,over 816.009. The Al-American
Talent Search is a national program
.which offers recognition and encouragement to coll age students
who have talents in the performing
The main incentive of the
•arch la to show the emphasis c« a good education and how
it can later benefit an individual who
chooses to pursue a career in the
entertainment field.
According to Barbara Hubbard.

the director of ACTS at New Mexico Stats University, the talent
search la open to anyone who wishes
to participate
"All an individual needs is to feel
that they have the talent to
qualify." amid Hubbard "You have
to believe in yourself and your
talent. Many people doit because it
gives them the chance to be seen by
a real professional."
The ACTS offers contestants the
eligibility to tour Europe and the
Orient for the Department of
Defense. A showcase spot in Back
Newman's "Catch a Rising Star" in
New York City, and career consultation will also be awarded to national
gagjagi
The chance to audition for
American Theater Productions, The
Entertainment Connection, The
Gospel Music Association. The
Oakland Ballot Company, The
Santo Fe Opera, and the A 4 R

JAMES
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REPAIRS
623-7627

Department of Warner Brothers are
other opportunities which will be
awarded.
Finalists will perform live at the
competition with an opening act for
a major recording artist and a television personality. Last year's
finalists were joined by such guests
aa Christopher Cross, Johnny
Rodriguez and Gary Mule Dear.
Also officiating was celebrity-judge
Greg Morris, who is wall-known for
scting in Mission Impossible and
Kane,
Entriee lor the ACTS will be accepted unta Feb. 11. 1983. An. entry
fee of 825 must be included. Individuals should submit entries with
an audio or video cassette of their
talent and a glossy black and white
photo.
Last year's touring company
traveled through the Orient for the
Department of Defense during the
months of Jury and August. The
team members were Maggie

Cslloway. Berkley College of Music.
Boston, Mass.; Jan Scarbrough,
ACTS Tourktg Director; Sonia Harris. Tulsa, Okla.; Lisa Asher,
University of Kentucky; Michael P.
Fowler. Indiana University. Bloomington; Dave Monn, St. Cloud
University. St. Cloud, Minn.; Mark
NeJsaar. University of New Hampshire. Durham, Nsw Hsmp.; and
Larry Hernandez, Eastern New
Mexico University, Portalee, Nsw
Max.
For more information, contact
Barbara Hubbard. ACTS, Box
3ACT. NMSU, Las Cruces, N.M.
88003 or phone (606) 646-4418.

Beauty
hides
'danger
Each week, it* always the same.
Aa the is ■ lain*, draws neerer. the
panic sets in, my knees get weeker
and my head begins to ache. My column, the' 'ever-present hole" hangs
ominously on my w*^*^ and allows
my thoughts no secapa
In a dnpei ati search far a topic
to fill and at the same tone antortain. I somehow lose al presence of
mind and bee sight of the reel art
around me.
The real art I'm speaking of is the
artistic beauty that nature haa provided for all to see and hear st no
cost at all.
This pest weekend. I got a chance
topartaks in a little ad venture with
nature, and it was an todeecribeble

Joy.

Traveling
along
twisting
backroeda lined by roUmg canopies
of red and gold color-splotched
trees, I found myself on the way to
a place I had only heard about
before.
It had always been described as
one of the most fascinating and
scenicaUy captivating attractions
Kentucky has to offer, and this waa
proven right.
Only about an hour and 46
minutes sway from campus, the Red
River Gorge is s sight (actually
about 10,000 sights), that can accommodate almost anyone willing
to travel to see it.
There are natural arches, ledges.
tourist points, bridges, streams.
rock formations, trails and just
about everything needed for an intimate rendsvous with the mother
of them all - Ms. Nature.
It waa a first-time excursion for
me. but fortunately, I was accompanied by ImowMgaMe friends who
had the know-how of camping.
After arriving, we hiked down a
trail about a mile and a half
towards. "Gray's Arch." a natural
arch from which a group of hikers
were repelling from.
From our point on the trail, they
looked like tiny spiders sipping
down an invisible strand of web
coming to an abrupt halt on the flat
rock below. Thsy looked a long way
off; little Ad I know that I would
soon climb that WKKKtttUtftB piocc
of rock.
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After dumping all of our gear, we
started out on a search for possible
photos. Al we had to do waa stop
around the comer (vary carefully),
and there was one of the most impressive views I have ever seen. The
Red River of a long, long time ago
had carved out swirls and caverns
in the rock leaving behind orange
clay colors mixed with overtones of
slate gray stones
A semi-circle had been formed in
the rocks leaving it to surround
about a 100 foot drop over more
rocks and an elfin-loolring bridge for
people to pass over to gat to the
arch on the other side that we had
seen earlier.
After taking about 86 pictures,
our group moved on to challenge
itself against the towering arch The
only way up was to scale the back
side of it without the use of ropes or
any type of equipment.
Deciding to be breve - st least I
thought I was - the female part of
the entourage started climbing up
that eeenangly high chunk of
minerals. About half way up that
stupid mountain. I thought I waa
going to die. I got so scsred that I
thought my heart waa going to
pound out of my cheat and push me
off the side of the hill.
My feet were stuck and I couldn't
move. If it hadn't been lor the grab
of a nearby friend, I would probaby
still be stuck to the side of that arch.
I'd be a major tourist eight: a
petrified rock climber frozen still for
eternity.
This is really no exaggeration. I
waa scared, and had a right to be so.
The Red River Gorge may be one
of the most beautiful places in Ken
tucky, but it is also one of the most
dangerous. Trails are not lined by
any means of protection from falling, the drop-offs are severely high
and some of the trails sre extremely narrow. A definite need of camping knowledge is needed for those
attempting to stay overnight.
It la adviaable to visit the Red
River Gorge, but it Is highly advisable for one to know what ha or
she is doing before even attempting
to drive there. It is an expensive
forest with a lot of hidden dangers
behind the beauty.
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UNIVERSITY COPY CENTER
"Quality Printing At Fair Prices"

Student Night
Every Tuesday!

100 Copies

1000 Copies

$4.70 with coupon

$17.66 with coupon

•Per Camera Ready Copy, 8V. x 11" 201b Bond, Back Ink

6.

Expires November 31, 1982
528 EASTERN BY-PASS
INSIDE UBS

6244)220

9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
MOD

Every Tuesday night with the purchase of
any sandwich - when you present a valid
E.K.U. I.D. - Offer good-after 4:00 p.m.
Not valid with any other offer.

Fri

MOVEMENT
o1 juury* SOUND
For your sorority,
fraternity or any organization
OUR D. J.'s BRING THE MUSIC TO YOU
/

TOP 40, DISCO, ROCK ft ROLL
For booking A price brio, call: Mfce Webb 624-0668 Mark Cocanougher
\

FREE" French Fry
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Entertainment

Concert
features

Dire Straits new album
suffers by comparison
Tedd rilffise
Staff Writer

According to Ship Dougherty.
director of student activities, promoter* of the .38 Special concert lost
a considerable sum of money due to
lack of ticket sales. Though a lack
in attendance was noticable. the audience was rocked from their seats
m the group gave a stunning performance. In lieu of the fact that .38
Special was tuck an overwhelming
hit with the fans, an interview was
ananged with Spys. the accompanying group which also gave a thrilling performance.
By Mary Rudersdorf
Staff Writer
Two weak* into their debut tour
with .88 Special, the recently formad Spys put on an exceptionally
spirited performance energized
through lead vocaliat John Blanco.
A strong bast vocal and
meemerlilng baaa guitar ware provided by Ed Gagliardi accompanied
by guitar and vocals from John
Digaudio, key board* from Al Greenwood and drums from Billy Milne.
Virtually unknown to many
rockers, Spya surprisingly stirred
the audience to their feet with the
new hit single "Don't Run My Ufa."
Other tunes which had the audience
clapping and stamping were "Hold
On," Ios Age" and "She Don't Talk
Back."
In a backstage interview, Spys
proved to be a personable and unpretentious group. Ed Gagiiardi led
most of the interview with captivating charm and undeniable
humor. The 30-year-old entertainer
is a former member of Foreigner as
was Sl-year-oJd Al Greenwood. Due
to complications, Gagiardi left the
established security of Foreigner
and waa later followed by
Greenwood.
After his departure from the
smash-hit group Greenwood had no
immediate plans, but Gagliardi had
been forming Spys and had his own
plans for Greenwood.
"We needed a keyboard player,"
said Gagliardi. "So. we took Al to
dinner and got him real drunk And.
as he was talking to the tile guards
in the bathroom, I asked him if he
wanted to join the band and he said
'yea'!"
The group has been together since
the spring of 1981. but are just now
receiving recognition for their
achievements. The bend consists of
five New York born and bred individuals who said they believe success will be theirs in the future.
Currently, Spys is experiencing
the ups and downs of breaking into
the fiercer/ competitive world of

Mark Knophler has always had an
identity crisis. He seems to have
troubfe (leading which mask to don.
and which ones to leave hanging on
the wall
With last year's Making Movies.
Dire Straits put forth its most solid
album, and Knophfer emerged in
touch with himself, ready to brush
aside the many claims that argued,
rather convincingly, that he was
just • figment of Bob Dylan's imagination. Or Bruce Springsteen's.
Or Lou Read's.
On the newly released Love Our
Gold. Knophfer seems to have suffered a relapse. He just doesn't
know who he is or who he wants to
be. And, as a result. Love Our Gold
lacks distinction.
It's not that Love Our Gold is a
bad album, it's just not a good effort as far as Dire Straits is concerned. There is plenty of the nimblefingered Knophler's nifty guitar
manipulation which is always worth
the price of admission
Side one opens with "Telegraph
Road." a 14-minute excursion into
the depths of Knophler's guitar

Rock on
!>!■ liaises, a nsssnssrnf TflflpsrUlrrhlrh appnsrtilUn nrrrsrt hart Tartday, belts oat an ether tune for a crowd of approximately 1600 people.

Review
rock and roll and make it to the top.
According to Blanco, 28, one of
Spys most memorable downers occurred when they were recently
playing in Washington along with
.38 Special.
"A group of 20 people were just
booing us. Most opening acts get
booed off the stage anyway," he
said.
Blanco added."Most of the reactions have been really positive
though."
Taking the incident in stride,
Spys continued to travel down the
road in spite of the weariness and
fatigue which they have experienced The reason behind their struggle
for success is. according to Blanco,
"The music gets into your blood.
For some reason we all feel that we
have to get on that stage. We communicate by being musicians and it
is a universal language."
This communication has been attained by combining the influence of
such musical greats aa the Beatles,
Yss and Genesis. Blanco said the
band "is trying to take the rawness
of rock and roll and mix it with the
best elements of what we consider
progressive rock."
Already putting this style to use,
Spys has released its first album

which they ssem to be well satisfied
with.
"We will have to sell s lot of these
albums before we bust up any hotel
rooms," said Gagliardi, "But, I'm
really happy with the way our first
album cams out. I guess we could
say its the best album we've ever
recorded, especially since it is our
only one."
Hoping for more than success,
Spys main incentive towards fulfilling their destiny is through their
love of music According to 27-yearold Milne, 'The 45 minutes of rush
while we ere playing makes it all
worthwhile,"
s feels the key toe successful
is being able to identify
with their audience through their
music by conveying the rush they
experience on stage.
"You have to have a definite communication with the audience," said
Gagliardi. "John goes out into the
audience and makes them feel as
though they are a part of what we
are doing. He has a lot of magic
about him that lets them really identify with the band onstage."
Though electric while performing,
Spys was found to be subdued and
naturally appealing backstage. Success hasn't spoiled them yet. but
whether this adage will remain true
in the future and in the wake of a
bigger success, remains to be seen.

skills. During the first seven
minutes of the song, a tale is woven
of how simple the world was in the
days of the first settlers, and how
through progress is has turned into "six lanes of traffic and three lanad moving slow..."
The lyrics close with a burst of a
passion neatly nicked from Spring
steen's Streets of Despair
metaphors. "...I've run every stop
light on memory lane, I've seen
desperation explode into flames.
And I don't wanna see it again."
For the next seven minutes,
Knophler's fingers do the talking,
but they am too long-winded to save
the cut from mediocrity.
The second and final song on the
first side, "Private Investigations.''
is the album's strongest. Here. Dire
Straits uses the power of the spoken
word, over the backdrop of
meandering Spanish guitar and
swelling bass, to produce an almost
trance-inducing effect.
Then, the listener is awakened as
the bass becomes more pronounced
and ominous and the guitars more
harsh. Suddenly, the listener is
trspped in s Pink Floy dish maze of
sound effects'

Of the three songs on side two, only "Industrial Disease" is a
boisterous romp, through the
modern world in the grand tradition
of the Kinks' parodies of society..
As the swirling carousel organ
and funky guitar licks create a carnival atmosphere, Knophler's words
diagnose all the ailments plsgueing
the world ss "Industrial Disease."
In his most lofty London accent.
Knophfer sings, "...Dr. Parkinson
declared I'm not surprised to see
you here. You've got smokers cough
from smoking, brewers droop from
drinking beer/I don't know how you
came to get those Bette Davis
knees/but worst of all young man.
you've got industrial disease..."
Two remaining songs, "It Never
Rains" and "Love Over Gold" are
such typical Dire Straits fare, scornful odes and wandering lovers that
almost don't merit mentioning.
Dire Straights have the necessary
ingredients to cook up a superb
blend of rock and roll, but the inconsistency and wateryness of Love
Over Gold shows that it's not quite
soup yet. It looks like another case
of too many Mark Knophlers spoiling the broth.

English career day features
discussion by professionals
By Sherry Hanloa
ArU editor

I

The Department of English, in
cooperation with the Department of
Foreign Languages will hold its fifth
annual English Career Day in the
Clark Room of the Wallace Building
on Friday. Oct. 22, beginning at 9:30
a.m. Two events are scheduled
Richard Freed, associate professor of English, said the beginning half of the program will feature
a panel of professionals who should
provide everyone with a "lively"
discussion on "Writing In The Professional World"
Six panelists from various
backgrounds will discuss this particular topic:
Dr. John D. Rowlett, Vicepresident of Academic Affairs; Dr.
John M. Long, dean of the College
of Arts A Humanities D.G. FitzMsurice, sports columnist for the
Lexington Herald Leader, Mr. Darrell Mahone, assistant director of
the International Division of the
Commerce Cabinet in Frankfort;
Allison Milby. attorney for Walker
and Milby. P.S.C.. Richmond and
president of the Madison County
Bar Association; and James

Millard. account supervisor of the
Jerry's Restaurant division, accounting and marketing promotions. Abbott Advertising Agency.
Freed said that these people have
been gathered for the main purpose
of discussing writing in the professional world and explaining how
languages are misused in these jobs.
Freed also said that the panel
discussion should be of special interest to those majoring in journalism, advertising, pre-law, international business and physical
education.
According to Freed, literary
awards will be given out following
a 30 minute break during which
refreshments will be served end informal talk with the speakers will be
possible. The awards wil go to high
school students who have been
chosen on a statewide basis for having the best essay, short story,
poem, or one-set play.
First, second and third place
prizes will be given. The first place
winner will receive a plaque for the
Helen Moore McCallum Excellence
In Writing Award in addition to a
825 cash prize.

Freed said door prizes, either ir!
the form of bonds collected by the
Department of English or prizes
from McDonald's. wOl be handed
out for fun.

Spiritual focus
of workshop
The university department of
music will bold s workshop titled
"A Tribute to the Negro
Spiritual."on Oct. 30. from 10 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. in Room 300 of the
Foster Building.
Dr. JoAm Lanier, professor of
musk st Beree College. George Griffin. Harrodsburg. and Larry Griffin,
senior music major, will serve as
clinicians for this workshop.
The guests will sing spirituals and
later offer contents about them. .
Dr.David Greenlee. director of
choral activities at the university
will talk on the choral uses of the
spiritual, and sources for finding appropriate spiritual music.
The workshop is free and open to
the public.

MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS
Free Make Over
152 Killarncy Lane - Room 101
624-9825
9:00 - 5:00 Monday - Saturday
Call for an appointment today!
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CHALLENGE & RESPONSIBILITY
Here's why we're your
best career
opportunity
Amoco Production Company (USA) it s dynamic, growth
orisntsd subtidisry of Standard Oil Company (I ndiana) and
our achievements have made ui a leader in oil and gat
exploration.
■ Amoco hold* more undeveloped domestic screega
than any of It's competitors.
■ We have drilled mors nst welli since 1977 thsn
sny other major oil company
■ We are one of the leaders in the number of seismic
crews active in the U.S.
Accomplishments like these demonstrate our growing
exploration commitment and with growth comes
excellent career opportunities. If you desire a position
of chads gs snd responsibility st sn entry-level
Geologist, and have s masters or doctorate in geology
we're the Company for you. Ws offer:
si Excellent starting salary and top-notch benefits.
■ True potential for career advancement.
■ One of the Petroleum industry's best training programs.
Not to mention that you'll be with us in Houston, s city
you've no doubt heard a lot about, arm-one that lives
up to its reputation at sn attractive and exciting place
to be.
Pleats check within your department for mors information

Amoco Production Company (USA)
A Subsidiary of Standard Oil Company (Ind.
An equal Opportunity Employer M/F ■ H/V

Amoco Will be
interviewing on csrnput:
November
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Good a waits
coming year
By Thumu Barr
Sporta editor
Max Good presented hi* 1982-83
men's basketball to the media Monday night during the annual Press
Night.

Washed
up

opposite Jimmy Stepp. Baines was
the third leading scorer on the team
at 10.8 points a game.
"It feels good to be back and playing," said Baines, a broadcasting
major. "Were more confident right
now and well be a lot better this
year."

Although the team has basically
the same personnel, Good said he
hopes that a year of more experience
and better coaching will help lift the
Colonels out of the Ohio Valley Conference cellar.
"We are better after three days of
practice than we were at anytime
last year," said the second-year
coach. "We're gonna be a good
basketball team."
Good credits the off-season
weight lifting program supervised
by Joe Stepp for adding strength
and quickness to the team. He said
that the team average for bench
pressing increased by 93 pounds per
player since last season.

Fred Emerson and Kenny Wilson
are contenders to join Chambers in
the front line. Both sophomore forwards averaged around six points
per game during their freshman
campaigns
Others among the eleven returning letterman include: guards Bruce
Mitchell, Alien FeWhaus and Ervin
Stepp; forwards Bill Reiser, Dave
Dixon and Scott Daniels: and center
Mike Budxinski.
The new additions to the squad
are John DuCamillis and David
Thornton. DeCamillis, a 6-1
freshman guard out of Louisville St.
Xavier High School, is being looked
at to eventually take over the point
guard position. Thornton, a 6-7
senior forward-center, transferred
from
George
Washington
University.

Good described his performance
in some instances last year as
"poor." He said he played too many
people and used an offensive system
that wasn't compatible to a lot of
the players.

The early season schedule is
scarcely short of murderous. The
Colonels face Dayton, Louisville and
Memphis State in addition to an
already tough 14-game conference
schedule.

Jimmy Stepp. a 6-2 senior guard,
and" Jim Chambers, a 6-9 senior
center, shared scoring honors last
year at 12.2 points per game.
Chambers also led the team in field
goal accuracy and rebounding last
season.
Junior guard Frank Baines is vying for the other backcourt position

According to Good, Murray State
and Morehead are the top teams in
the OVC. This year, the conference

Freshman guard John DeCamillis
games should be more exciting with
the addition of the three-point goal
and the 30-sscond shot clock.
"We have had a very fine league
for the last 10 years," said Good. He
added that in post-season competition. OVC schools have defeated the
University of Kentucky two out of
the three games played in that span.
Good wouldn't be pinned down for
any definite predictions in the upcoming season; however, be was

enthusiastic.
"Our spirit is great so far in practice," said Good. "We're definitely
going to be a better team this
season."
Good and everyone else will get a
chance to sat the Colonels for the
first time when they play Clinch
Valley, a team that lost to
Morehead State University by only seven points last year, on Nov.
27.

It seems that most, columnists are
either washed up ex-jocks or just
avid sporta fans who wish they
could be great athletes. And this
writer must admit that he is one of
these frustrated ex-atblete*.
It took a lot of years to find a
apart Icon Id compete in. A lot of my
frisnds say I never did find one. But
that's neither here nor there.
I never did quit* fit into the
average football player moid At 5
foot-7 inches tall and 130 pounds. I
wsa smart enough to stay as far
away from the football field as
possifbls Besides, my body doesn't
like the idea of being put through
physical pain.
On the neighborhood basketball
courts, I was a pretty good player.
However, whan I reached high
school, I resized everyone else grew
up and I was still short. So, I gave
up basketball for life
As soon as the spring came, the
baseball diamonds were full. That is.
except for me. It wasn't my size
that stopped me, it waamy batting
average. I was a typical shortstop
- good glove, no bat. I couldn't hit
my weight, so that waa it for the
great American past time.
Of course, I still think I could
travel a 100 miles north on Interstate 76 and play for the Cincinnati Reds. Unfortunately, my
previous baseball teams weren't so
desperate for players.

57th meeting

Colonels battle Hilltoppers Saturday

By Thomas Barr
Sparta editor
Coach Roy Kidd's Colonels must
do battle against the Western Kentucky Hilltoppers on Saturday in
Bowling Green, where the Colonels
haven't won since 1968.
The Colonels, ranked No.l in the
Division I-A A polls for the fourth
straight week, are coming off their
best game of the season against
Middle Tennessee. And Western is
coming off its best game of the
season against Tennessee Tech last
Saturday.
The secondary of the Colonels will
face a stiff test from the passing
combination of Ralph Antone and

John Newby.
Antone, a senior quarterback, is
hitting on over 62 percent of bis
pssaes this season. Newby. who
caught s school record of 48 passes
last season, leads the team with four
touchdowns this season.
"Antone is a very fine passer and
he's thrown six touchdown passes
in the last two games,'' said Kidd.
"We must put good pressure on and
do a good job in the secondary."
The leading rusher for the Hilltoppers is Charlie Houssr. No other
player has gained over 100 yards for
the season, as coach Jknmy Feix's
usually potent ground game is
averaging only two yards

attempt.
Eastern, 5-0 overall and 4-0 in the
Ohio Valley Conference, will again
have the services of tailback
Terence Thompson, who wss on the
sidelines during the Middle Ten
nsaaee game with an ankle injury.
Several Colonels are Isted among
the national leaders in several I -A A
offensive categories.
Senior quarterback Tuck Woolum
is ranked eighth in passing efficiency. Woolum, who has thrown seven
touchdown pasass this season, is
hitting on 48 of 91 attempts for a
62.7 percent mark.
In the rushing department, Ed
Hairston is 18th in the nation with

an average of 94.6 yards per game.
The junior tailback has carried the
bell 81 times for 473 yaada and three
touchdowns.
Sophomore kickoff and punt
returner Tony James ranks near the
top in both categories. The reserve
quarterback, who holds s national
single-game high of 108 yards in
punt returns against Austin Peay
this seaaon, is fifth in the nation in
returning punts with.a 16.7 yard
average on his nine attempts. In
kickoff returns, he is seventh with
an average of 26.2 yards per
attempt.
Alex Dominguez stil leads the
team on defense with 64 total

tackles (28 solo. 36 assists). Fellow
linebacker Pete Jackson is next with
46 stops (31,15).
The availability of fuUback Nicky
Yeast (bruised foot) and linebacker
David Hill (bruised toe) are questionable. It is hoped that senior
defensive end Allen Young might
return to action in the Western
game.
The 1 p.m CDT (2 p.m. EDT)
game at L.T. Smith Stadium will
mark the 67th meeting between the
two schools. Western leads the
series 32-22-2 and will be looking to
reverse the 19-11 loss last season at
Hanger FiekL

My limited size and phobia of pain
also helped me eliminate the
possibility of wrestling. When
anyone mentions meatllng, the
names of Jerry Lawler, Dirty Dutch'
Mantell and Leaping Lanny come to'
mind. I might be able to handle the
acting (I mean the wrestling) that
you see on television but the real
stuff is too tough for me.
I find it hard to play a game where
I couldn't pronounce the players'
namea; therefore, soccer was
definitely out. I don't mind going
out just for kicks with some friends
but the sport is just to fast for yours
truly.
In track. I never could find an
event that was suited for me. The
hurdles were too high, the shot put
too heavy and the other sprinters
too fast Needless to say, track and'
field waa not mv game.
Even though Jack Nicklsus and
Tom Watson make golf look easy,
I never could pick up the game. I
play a mean game of miniature golf
but no tree, sand trap or water
hazard is safe whan I'm out on the
course.
By this time I wss getting very
desperate. Everyone else had their
"apart" to play and I didn't. Than
one day I aaw a abort man in white
aborts hitting s yellow ball with s
metal stick-like object. The man was
Jimmy Connors and the game was
tennis and soon I would be perfecting my "sport."
For the past seven years, dreams
of playing at Wimbledon or the U.S.
Open danced in my head I was a top
high school player and even won
several tournaments the past few
years.
But that was in the past. It's tune
to retire officially from the sport and
let the younger players take over.
My life is now into writing about
sporta for the time being.
Even though I'm through competing, that doesn't mean I don't
still have my dreams. Whenever
Ken Anderson throws s long
touchdown pass, John McEnroe
serves an ace past Ivan Lendl or
Reggie Jackson slugs a home run,
I imagine myself in their
shoes. Because I know I could have
been
a
atar
like
them
instead of just a sporta writer if I
was
a
little
faster,
a
little taller, a little stronger...

Forget Me Not
Flowers and Gifts

SPRING
BREAK
CRUISE
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SPECIAL

GROUP
RATES

CARNATIONS
$7.00 D0ZENI

For

Cash and Carry Only
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TRAVEL
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FLORAL DESIGN
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J22 WATER ST.
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■ Winter Get-Ready Specials j
WE'LL HELP YOU GET YOUR 5
GM CAR RARIN' TA GO!
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GHOULISH SAVINGS IN BARGAIN BOOKS

1. Seat

Chock Up

2. Service
emission
system.

Priced From $2.98 To $19.98
Today At

4. Test plus
wires.
All Types of
Cars and Trucks
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UNIVERSITY BOOK & SUPPLY
Off Campus
528 Eastern By-Pass
OPlN TIL 7:ee P.M. MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
S:M P.M. SATUMAV

A deal you can sink
your teeth Into ...
Until Oclobe. ?3rd.

phone 60s-624-0220
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Ghris Sullivan takes
center of attention
By

Some football player* are aaid to
alwaya ba around the ball and the
same can be aaid about Eaetem
Kentuckyi Ckria Sullivan.
For the past two seasons. Sullivan
hae touched the ball on almoat every
offensive play the Coaonale have
ran. That's because he ia the offensive center and the one who gets
every* play started.
The S-foot-2. 246-pound junior
was recruitad out of Huoaon Senior
High School in Newport Richey
Fla. The Al-Sute pal ba met was
versa tile, sharing time at tight and,
tackle and guard.
"I came to Eastern as a guard,"
aaid Sullivan. •However, after ana
month of practice, they moved me
to center.''
The native of Michigan considered several other Ohio Valley
Conference echoola and Florida
State University before deciding on
Eastern.
"I came hare because they war*
winning." Sullivan aaid hi refoisnte
to Eastern winning the Division IAA title. Tbay ware the moat interested in ma and the coaches
treated me real well."
Sullivan doesn't like to grade his
game performancee on an individual
basis but rather on how the entire
team performs.
"When the whole team is clicking,
that ia whan I enjoy playing the
bast," aaid the firs ptoiesBtiuu major. "All week we practice together,
so we must go out and play as a
team."
The offensive has was criticized
for several sub-par performances

Chris Sullivan
early in the season These comments
didn't sit well with Sullivan.
According to Sullivan, the timing
between the running backs and the
blocking of the linemen just wasn't
there, especially during the South
Carolina State gams. As of lately,
the team's timing has improved
greatly.
"The Middle Tennessee game was
our beet gams yet," said Sullivan.
"I hops we are peaking at the right
The Delaware game last year in
the playoffs, a 36-28 win, was
Sullivan's bast game personally.
The Boiae State game the following
week, a 23-17 victory, was the
team's moat satisfying win, accor-

ding to Sullivan
"But. this team is potentially bet
tar than the last two teams," aaid
the All-OVC candidate." I'm
satisfied about how well we've
played this far."
Within the next week, however,
Sullivan and his teammates face
two tough opponents- Western and
Murray Stats.
"Western is always a good game
and hopefully they'll be a steppingstone for us," said Sullivan. "Coach
KJdd is a (afferent man when it
comes to beating Western."
The Murray gams st Hangar
Field will probably have Sullivan's
personal fan club in attendance. His
family and friends from Saginaw,
Mich., are regular spectators at
most home games.
"There were 18 people down here
for Homecoming,'' aaid Sullivan.
"They're all behind me so much and
it really helps."
Sullivan doesn't like to look to or
worry about his future. Ha aaid he
like* to take things the way they
come.
He isn't sure whether be wants to
pursue s professional career or a
coaching job.
"Every player thinks of playing in
the pros and if the opportunity
comas up. II take it," aaid Suttivan.
"But I cant see myself coaching
football and not playing."
The only thing Sullivan is worried
about ia helping his team return to
the playoffs.
"Each week ws try to gat better
and better." said Sullivan. "If we
continue to work as a team, we
might be lucky enough to win it all
again."

Netters end fall season
Eastern's women's tennis teem
closed out its fall season last
weekend by winning one out of three
The lone victory for coach Martha
Mullins' teem came Saturday morning at the hands of Western Kentucky University. 7-2.
The winners for Eastern were
Suaan Wilson, Chris Halbauer.
Kristi Spangsnberg. Cberie Easterling and Peggy Wolf in singles competition. The doubles teams of
Halbauer Spangenberg and Wilson
Fleet srling were also victorious
against the Hilltoppers.
The previous day. the Colonels
lost 6-4 to the University of
Louisville.
The winners for Eastern wars
Halbauer and Spangsnberg in
singles and Halbauer-Spangenberg
and Wilson-Eaaterling in doubles.
The 1 as t match of the fall campaign was against Morehead State
University. The Colonels lost that
match by a 7-2 score.

Spsngenberg played a major role
in each of Eastern's two victorias.
as she won a tough three set singles
match, then teemed with Halbauer
in dou blee to account for ths other
victory.
"Lack of experience and intensity has hurt us in our losses - in particular, ths capacity to get crucial
pointa." aaid Mullins. "We were too
inconsistent and need to be more
solid."
'Evan though ths Colonels suffered through s 2-7 Mason, there
were several bright spots.
"Our tarn veterans, Susan and

Kristi, showed that they bad made
progress snee the spring ease on,"
said Mullins.
The play of ths freshman
Halbauer was also an encouraging
note, aaia Mullina. She was ths
number two seed in singles and topseeded in doubles. She compiled a
11-2 record in singles and a 9-4
record in doubles.
The teem will concentrate on conditioning and lifting weights during
the off-season, according to Mullins.
The indoor season wil begin with
ths EKU Invitational on Feb. 26-26.

Spikers
roll to
victory

Firing It home
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Junior Steve Eagle pitches et the tryouta for the Pan-American games
under the supervision of Morehead State'e Steve Hamilton. Joe Myers,
John Miles. Gary Hardoerfer. Jim Wrobleaki and Eagle were the five Colonel players chosen for farther evaluation.

Colonels close out
slate at 9-2 mark
By John Heaaoa
Staff writer
The Eastern Kentucky baseball
Colonels completed a successful fall
schedule with s 9-2 record.
Their wins included doubleheader
sweeps of UK, Cumberland and
Xavier and single wins over Cincinnati, Georgetown and the Bluegrass
All Stars.
"The main purpose of these
gsmes is to evaluate our
players, "said head coach Jim Ward.
"Our goal in these games is to give
everyone s chance to play and see
what they can do."
The Colonels start their 63 game
schedule March 11 with a solid
nucleus of returning players.
The pitching staff will feature
Steve Engle. Barney Joseph and
Steve Rebhok.
Engle, a junior, pitched in the
prestigous Alaskan summer league.

Joseph, a junior, will be in his
third year as s starter.
Rebholz. a senior, had the fourth
best earned run average in the country last year and will be counted on
in either stsrting or relief
assignments.
The infield will have seniors Tim
Hofstetter, Richie Brooks. Joe
Myers and Mike Woehler returning
to their respective positions of
third base, designated hitter, catcher and first base. Rounding out
the infield are shortatop Jim
Wrobleski and second baseman
Mike Sibio.
Rocky Pangello and Reggie
Raglin. both two-year starters, will
return to their outfield positions.
Ward said his team will have excellent speed and defense but might
not have the power it has possessed in the past.

Head coach Geri Polvino was
watching her volleyball team get
beat by Wright State University.
She didn't understand how her
team, which according to many
knowledgeable observers is a very
fine team, was getting beat rather
handily.
So, Polvino called a team meeting
to try and find out what the problem
was. The players talced about
everything from practices to personal feelings.
As s result, the Spikers now have
a 10-game winning streak, including
wins over Tennessee Tech and Kentucky State University last
weekend.
The Colonels handled the Golden
Eagles of Tennessee Tech in three
easy games - 16-3. 16-2 and 16-6.
The serving of freshman Irene
Ochman and sophomore Charlotte
Gillespie accounted for many of the
pointa.
Assistant coach Tracey Johnson
said she felt the weekend victories
were a combination of things. "We
wanted to win, "said Johnson. "Our
offense is always strong. Dsanne
(Madden) played excellent. But our
defense came through this
weekend."
"Irene played excellent." Johnson
added. "She seems to get up
everything that is put down."
In the same evening. Eastern
defeated the KSU Thorobreds in
four games by the scores of 16-0,
16-7. 10-16 and 16-2.
The Maroon spikers blanked the
Thorobreds in the first game behind
the serving of Gillespie, who won
nine straight points on her serve to
close out the game.
The second game saw KSU come
to life. The two teams traded points
until KSU led 7-6. The Spikers.
however, won the next 10 points to
win game two.
Even though the Spikers lost
game three, they came back to easily win the fourth game of the match.
'That meeting helped a lot," aaid
junior Patsy Schachnuk "It made
everyone more intense."

CLASSIFIEDS
Cash In oa the fall and Christaaas
selling aeaaon. Di.tribste national
ly known products. Phone for appt.
623 0617
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year
round. Europe. S. America.,
Australia, Asia. All Fielda.
S500-S1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-KYS
Corons Del Mar. CA 92626.
James Votkswsgon Repairs
Repairs & service on V.W. Also new
A used parts for sale. 623-7627
ROB'S SUNBOX - Get Florida tan
ia Richmond Only $2500 623-1862.
Monogramming while you wait.
Friday. Oct 22 from 11*0 til 4:00.
Free on crews. SPARE CHANGE
Take out an ad in this apace. Buying, selling, trading, classifieds can
get your point across. Stop by
Wallace Room 348 or call 622-1629
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